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Welcome to our new-look US History annual subject catalog.
As part of our 2020 Experience we’re shifting the approach to this catalog
so that you get more from it. All our forthcoming, new, and recent books
published in US history are here, of course, but there’s other content worth
checking out, too.
Mixed in with the book descriptions are articles written by some of our authors and question-and-answer sessions with some, too. The point of these
pieces of content is to give you a little more sense of who our authors are and
what makes their books fascinating. It’s all part of the experience of being
part of CUP family.

Keep an eye out of these two symbols:
If you see them it means there is a podcast and/or video from that author. If
you're viewing this catalog on ISSUU you can click the symbol to listen or
watch. Otherwise, download the podcast from your preferred platform or
watch the video on YouTube.
While you're browsing this catalog on ISSUU, search for this symbol:
If you can find it, click on it. You'll get a special reward for your
hunting abilities!
Enjoy the new look!

MEET OUR
ACQUIRING EDITORS
IN US HISTORY

NIU
PRESS

Michael McGandy
Editorial Director, Three
Hills
mjm475@cornell.edu
@michaelmcgandy

Amy Faranto
Acquisitions Editor, NIUP
afarranto@niu.edu

Invite These Authors to Speak to Your Class
Cornell University Press is connecting our authors with academics and students in their disciplines. Authors who are participating in this initiative have indicated their willingness to speak
to a class on the subject covered in their book (or something else that is relevant). These
presentations will be conducted via an online meeting application.
Listed below are our authors in the field of US history who have graciously offered their time
should you wish them to speak to your class.
If you invite an author listed here to speak to your class we'll send you a 40 percent discount
code for attendees to purchase the author's book. For more information visit our website or
look for the this symbol
on pages in this catalog and click on the link.
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American Catholic
The Politics of Faith During the Cold War
D. G. Hart

American Catholic places the rise of the United States' political
conservatism in the context of ferment within the Roman Catholic Church. How did Roman Catholics go from being perceived
as un-American to becoming the most vocal defenders of the
United States as the standard bearer in world history for political
liberty and economic prosperity? D. G. Hart charts the development of the complex relationship between Roman Catholicism
and American conservatism, and shows how these two seemingly antagonistic ideological groups became so intertwined in
advancing a certain brand of domestic and international politics.
Roman Catholics, contrary to the standard narrative, were
some of the most assertive political conservatives directly after
World War II, and their brand of politics was one of the most
influential means by which Roman Catholicism came to terms
with American secular society. They did so at precisely the same
time that bishops determined the church needed to update its
teaching about its place in the modern world. Catholics grappled
with political conservatism long before supposed rightward turn
at the time of the Roe v. Wade decision of 1973.
Hart follows the course of political conservatism from John
F. Kennedy, the first and only Roman Catholic President of the
United States, to George W. Bush, and describes the evolution of
the Church and its influencet on American politics. By tracing
the roots of Roman Catholic politicism in American culture,
American Catholic argues that Roman Catholicism's adaptation
to the modern world, whether in the United States or worldwide,
was as remarkable as its achievment is uncertain. In the case
of Roman Catholicism, the effects of the religion on American
politics and political conservatism are indisputable.
D. G. Hart is Associate Professor of History at Hillsdale College. He is author of Damning Worlds and Calvinism. Follow him
on Twitter @Oldlife.

RELIGION AND AMERICAN PUBLIC LIFE

$29.95 hardcover | $14.99 ebook
280 pages, 6 x 9

"The story of mid-century American
political life is to a surprising extent the
story—rather the stories— of a handful
of brilliantly original Catholic writers and
thinkers. They're all vibrantly present in
D. G. Hart's important and illuminating
book, and so are the arguments, debates,
and quarrels that continue to shape
our country's clash of ideologies and
faiths."—Sam Tanenhaus, author of Death
of Conservatism
"D. G. Hart's American Catholic is a lucid
assessment of how postwar conservative
Catholic intellectuals reconciled loyalties
to nation and church. Hart offers new
insights into familiar figures and charts the
disorienting effects of the last decade
with aplomb."—John T. McGreevy, author
of Catholicism and American Freedom
"D. G. Hart does something new in American Catholic: he takes theology seriously. Hart weaves a creative argument about
Catholic conservatives, showing how, in
moving the United States to the right, they
helped liberalize the church—a compelling
irony that deepens our understanding of
the American right."—Nicole Hemmer,
author of Messengers of the Right and
cohost of the podcast Past Present

C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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Cry of Murder on Broadway
A Woman's Ruin and Revenge in Old New
York
Julie Miller

In Cry of Murder on Broadway, Julie Miller shows how a woman's
desperate attempt at murder came to momentarily embody the
anger and anxiety felt by many people at a time of economic and
social upheaval and expanding expectations for equal rights.
On the evening of November 1, 1843, a young household
servant named Amelia Norman attacked Henry Ballard, a
prosperous merchant, on the steps of the new and luxurious
Astor House hotel. Agitated and distraught, Norman followed
Ballard down Broadway before confronting him at the door to
the Astor House. Taking out a folding knife, she stabbed him,
just missing his heart.
Ballard survived the attack, and the trial that followed created
a sensation. Newspapers in New York and beyond followed the
case eagerly, and crowds filled the courtroom every day. Prominent author and abolitionist Lydia Maria Child, championed
Norman and later included her story in her fiction and her writing on women's rights.
The would-be murderer also attracted the support of politicians, journalists, and legal and moral reformers who saw her
story as a vehicle to change the law as it related to "seduction,"
and advocate for the rights of workers. Cry of Murder on Broadway describes how New Yorkers, besotted with the drama of the
courtroom and the lurid stories of the penny press, followed
the trial for sensation. Throughout all this, Norman gained the
sympathy of New Yorkers, in particular the jury, which acquitted
her in less than ten minutes.
Miller deftly weaves together Norman's story to show how,
in one violent moment, she expressed all the anger that the
women of the emerging movement for women's rights would
soon express in words.
Julie Miller is the author of Abandoned. She taught in the
history department at Hunter College, City University of New
York, before moving to Washington DC.

THREE HILLS

$28.95 hardcover | $13.99 ebook
280 pages, 6 x 9, 21 b&w halftones, 1 map
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"I had a hard time putting this down.
Cry of Murder on Broadway details an
exciting case, and it does so very well. The
writing is beautiful, and I am exceedingly
impressed with Miller's vivid picture
of events."—Sara L. Crosby, author of
Poisonous Muse

The Haunt of Home
A Journey through America's Heartland
Zachary Michael Jack

What does it mean to deeply love a home place that haunts us
still? From Mark Twain to Grant Wood to Garrison Keillor, regionalists from the Gilded Age to the Digital Age have explored
the American Gothic and the homegrown fatalism that flourishes in many of the nation's most far-flung and forgotten places.
The Haunt of Home introduces us to a cast of real-life midwestern
characters grappling with the Gothic in their own lives, from
promising young professionals debating the perennial "should
I stay or should I go now" dilemma, to recent emigres and entrepreneurs seeking personal reinvention, to faithful boosters
determined to keep their communities alive despite the odds.
In The Haunt of Home Zachary Michael Jack considers the
many ways a region's abiding spirit shapes the ethos of a land
and its people, offering portraits of others who, like himself, are
determined to live out the unique promise and predicament of
the Gothic.
Zachary Michael Jack is an award-winning author of many
books, including, most recently Country Views and Wish You
Were Here. Jack is a professor of English at North Central College in Naperville, Illinois, a seventh-generation Iowan, and a
member of the board of directors for the Midwestern History
Association.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSIT Y PRESS

$18.95 paperback | $8.99 ebook
216 pages, 6 x 9, 1 b&w halftone

"This story of fatalism on the prairie is
seamlessly grounded in references to
American art, literature, and movies and
to communal fatalism in classical literature.
In this way, Zachary Jack's experiences
become universal, extending far beyond
Middle America."—James Ballowe, author
of A Man of Salt and Trees
"Often beautiful and insightful."—Anna
Clark, author of The Poisoned City
"Whether interviewing an Illinois casket-maker, an Iowa pastry chef, a retired
Kansas banker, his farmer father, or just
himself, Jack touches on the universal
experience of exploring alternatives
while understanding ourselves."—David
Pichaske, author of Bones of Bricks and
Mortar
"Jack makes a persuasive and elegant
argument for the Middle American
Gothic, detailed by writers and artists
native to the region. Repression, hypocrisy,
and empty righteousness play out in the
wide-open landscape, pitted against the
human inclination for passion. Much of
this book rings true."—Maurice Manning,
author of Railsplitter

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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Engaging the Evil Empire
Washington, Moscow, and the Beginning of
the End of the Cold War
Simon Miles

In a narrative-redefining approach, Engaging the Evil Empire
dramatically alters how we look at the beginning of the end of
the Cold War. Tracking key events in US-Soviet relations across
the years between 1980 and 1985, Simon Miles shows that covert
engagement gave way to overt conversation as both superpowers
determined that open diplomacy was the best means of furthering their own, primarily competitive, goals. Miles narrates the
history of these dramatic years, as President Ronald Reagan
consistently applied a disciplined carrot-and-stick approach,
reaching out to Moscow while at the same time excoriating the
Soviet system and building up US military capabilities.
The received wisdom in diplomatic circles is that the beginning of the end of the Cold War came from changing policy
preferences and that President Reagan in particular opted for
a more conciliatory and less bellicose diplomatic approach. In
reality, Miles clearly demonstrates, Reagan and ranking officials
in the National Security Council had determined that the United
States enjoyed a strategic margin of error that permitted it to
engage Moscow overtly.
As US grand strategy developed, so did that of the Soviet
Union. Engaging the Evil Empire covers five critical years of Cold
War history when Soviet leaders tried to reduce tensions between
the two nations in order to gain economic breathing room and,
to ensure domestic political stability, prioritize expenditures
on butter over those on guns. Miles's bold narrative shifts the
focus of Cold War historians away from exclusive attention on
Washington by focusing on the years of back-channel communiqués and internal strategy debates in Moscow as well as Prague
and East Berlin.
Simon Miles is Assistant Professor in the Sanford School of
Public Policy at Duke University.

$34.95 hardcover | $16.99 ebook
248 pages, 6 x 9

"Engaging the Evil Empire is well researched
and brings out the complexities of US
foreign-policymaking in an era that has
customarily been considered under such
simplistic labels as the 'Second Cold
War'."—Jussi Hanhimäki, Graduate
Institute, Geneva, author of The Flawed
Architect
"At a time when tensions with Russia are
rising precipitously, Simon Miles has provided a much-needed, well-documented
account of how Washington and Moscow,
ever partners and rivals, managed to
master their differences in the past. These
compelling insights from history deserve
a wide audience today."—M. E. Sarotte,
author of The Collapse
"In 1980 it looked like the Soviet Union had
the US on the run. Less than 6 years later,
the tide had turned and the transformation
later known as the end of the Cold War
had begun. Yet those years are strangely
neglected. Miles rectifies this deficiency
in a deeply researched and well argued
study of American and, especially, Soviet
behavior that traces the developments of
the early 1980s and allows us to see the
succeeding and better-studied events in a
new light."—Robert Jervis, author of How
Statesmen Think

C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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Principles in Power
Latin America and the Politics of US Human
Rights Diplomacy
Vanessa Walker

Vanessa Walker's Principles in Power explores the relationship
between policymakers and non-government advocates in Latin
America and the United States government in order to explain
the rise of anti-interventionist human rights policies uniquely
critical of US power during the Cold War. In the 1970s, human
rights advocates and the US government officials co-operated to
establish a human rights agenda meant to challenge the foundations of US Cold War foreign policy, particularly alliances with
repressive, anticommunist regimes. Walker shows that these
new human rights policies were based on a complex dynamic of
domestic and foreign considerations that was rife with tensions
between the seats of power in the US, Latin America, and the
growing activist movement that sought to reform them.
By addressing the development of US diplomacy and politics alongside that of activist networks, especially in Chile and
Argentina, Walker shows that that Latin America was central
to the policy assumptions that shaped the Carter administration's foreign policy agenda. The coup that ousted the socialist
President of Chile, Salvador Allende, sparked new human rights
advocacy directly against US policies that supported authoritarian regimes in the name of Cold War security interests. From
1973 onward, the attention of Washington and capitals around
the globe was on Latin America as the testing ground for the
viability of a new paradigm for US power committed to fostering
national interests, basic welfare, and democratic values.
This approach, oriented around human rights, required collaboration among activists and state officials in places as diverse
as Buenos Aires, Santiago, and Washington. Principles in Power
tells the complicated story of the potentials and limits of partnership among government and non-government actors. Analyzing
how different groups deployed human rights language to reform
domestic and international power, Walker explores the multiple
and often conflicting purposes of US human rights policy.
Vanessa Walker is the Morgan Assistant Professor of Diplomatic History at Amherst College.
THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD

$45.00 hardcover | $21.99 ebook
360 pages, 6 x 9, 12 b&w halftones
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"Principles in Power advances our understanding of human rights and US foreign
relations in the late Cold War. Weaving
together a broad cast of characters,
including policymakers, diplomats, and
transnational advocates, Vanessa Walker's
insight illuminates the struggle between
efforts to reform Cold War policies
at home and improve human rights
conditions abroad."—William Schmidli,
Leiden University, author of The Fate of
Freedom Elsewhere

The Greek Fire
American-Ottoman Relations and Democratic
Fervor in the Age of Revolutions
Maureen Connors Santelli

The Greek Fire examines the United States' early global influence
as the fledgling nation that inserted itself in conflicts that were
oceans away. Maureen Connors Santelli focuses on the American fascination with and involvement in the Greek Revolution
in the 1820s and 1830s. That nationalist movement incited an
American philhellenic movement that pushed the borders of US
interests into the eastern Mediterranean and infused a global
perspective into domestic conversations concerning freedom
and reform.
Perceiving strong cultural, intellectual, and racial ties with
Greece, American men and women identified Greece as the
seedbed of American democracy and a crucial source of American values. From Maryland to Missouri and Maine to Georgia,
grassroots organizations sent men, money, and supplies to aid
the Greeks. Defending the modern Greeks from Turkish slavery
and oppression was an issue on which northerners and southerners agreed. Philhellenes, often led by women, joined efforts
with benevolence and missionary groups and together they promoted humanitarianism, education reform, and evangelism.
Public pressure on the US Congress, however, did not result
in intervention on behalf of the Greeks. Commercial interests
convinced US officials, who wished to cultivate commercial ties
with the Ottomans, to remain out of the conflict.
The Greek Fire analyzes the role of Americans in the Greek
Revolution and the aftermath of US involvement. In doing so,
Santelli revises understandings of US involvement in foreign
affairs, and she shows how diplomacy developed at the same
time as Americans were learning what it meant to be a country,
and what that country stood for.

"The Greek Fire is an excellent example
of the growing 'global' turn in history
of the early republic, and also makes
an important contribution to our
understanding of the rise of international
humanitarianism. Clearly written and
well-researched, it deserves a wide
readership."—W. Caleb McDaniel, Rice
University, author of The Problem of
Democracy in the Age of Slavery

Maureen Connors Santelli is an Associate Professor of
History at Northern Virginia Community College. Follow her
on Twitter @MECSantelli.

THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD

$45.00 hardcover | $21.99 ebook
264 pages, 6 x 9, 7 b&w halftones, 1 map
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Shredding Paper
The Rise and Fall of Maine's Mighty Paper
Industry
Michael G. Hill ard

From the early twentieth century until the 1960s, Maine led
the nation in paper production. The state could have earned
a reputation as the Detroit of paper production, however, the
industry eventually slid towards failure. What happened? Shredding Paper unwraps the changing US political economy since
1960, uncovers how the paper industry defined and interacted
with labor relations, and peels away the layers of history that
encompassed the rise and downfall of Maine's mighty paper
industry.
Michael G. Hillard deconstructs the paper industry's unusual technological and economic history. For a century, the
story of the nation's most widely read glossy magazines and
IMB card stock was one of capitalism, work, accommodation,
and struggle. Local paper companies in Maine dominated the
political landscape, controlling economic, workplace, land use,
and water use policies. Hillard examines the many contributing
factors surrounding how Maine became a paper powerhouse
and then shows how it lost that position to changing times and
foreign interests.
Through a retelling of labor relations and worker experience
from the late nineteenth century up until the late-nineties, Hillard highlights how national conglomerates began absorbing
family-owned companies, which were then subject to Wall Street
demands for greater short-term profits after 1980. This new
political economy impacted the economy of the entire state, and
destroyed Maine's once-vaunted paper industry. Shredding Paper
truthfully and transparently tells the great and grim story of
blue-collar workers and families and analyzes how paper workers themselves formulated a "folk" version of a history of capitalism in their industry. Ultimately, Hillard offers a telling example
of the demise of big industry in the United States.
Michael G. Hill ard is Professor of Economics at the University of South Maine.
ILR PRESS

$32.95 hardcover | $15.99 ebook
280 pages, 6 x 9, 10 b&w halftones
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Catching up with Michael G. Hillard
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

“While I focus
intently on
several mills
and Maine loggers in the mid
to late twentieth century, a
book could be
written about
the history of
each mill.”

Learning that Maine was the top paper
producing state for decades (roughly
1920s-1960), and was home to the top
high-end publication papers – color
magazines, high-end book presses,
plus myriad other paper products. In
its heyday, Maine was the Detroit of the
US paper industry, except no one knows
this.
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
The US paper industry has few works on
the industry’s labor and capitalist history.
As the “Detroit of the paper industry,”
Maine had over two dozen significant
mills and a dozen very large mills
during its heyday (up to the beginning
of the 1990s), almost all built in what
was Maine’s deep wilderness around
1900; each mill has its own history of
mastery of national markets, forging
paternalistic relations between mill
managers and workforce, and the story
of growing worker rebellion starting in
the 1960s as paternalistic bonds frayed.
Also part of the story is the branch of the
industry that was a massive workforce of

woodcutters/loggers, mostly organized
as contractors rather than employees.
While I focus intently on several mills
and Maine loggers in the mid to late 20th
century, a book could be written about
the history of each mill, with more to
be said about woodcutters. I wish I had
started this research when I was younger, so that I could pursue more books on
specific mills, and will seek to mentor
young scholars to that end.
How do you wish you could change the
field?
Discovering how some of what was
“mass production” during the era of
the second industrial revolution (as told
by Piore and Sabel’s Second Industrial
Divide, and Alfred Chandler’s The
Visible Hand) was not based on a semi–
skilled, Fordist model, but rather flexible
specialization that came into vogue in
the late 20th century.
The IR field sees greater value in integrating “top down” political economy
history and “bottom up” labor history as
a method to study labor relations as an
evolving, historically–driven process, especially due to the potency of community
memory.

C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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Reagan's Gun-Toting Nuns
The Catholic Conflict over Cold War Human
Rights Policy in Central America
Theresa Keeley

In Reagan's Gun-Toting Nuns, Theresa Keeley analyzes the role of
intra-Catholic conflict within the framework of US foreign policy
formulation and execution during the Reagan Administration.
She challenges the preponderance of scholarship on the administration that stresses the influence of evangelical Protestants on
foreign policy toward Latin America. Especially in the case of US
engagement in El Salvador and Nicaragua, Keeley argues, the
bitter debate among US and Central American Catholics over
the direction of the Catholic Church shaped President Ronald
Reagan's foreign policy.
The flash-point for these intra-Catholic disputes was the December 1980 political murder of four American Catholic missionaries in El Salvador: Maryknoll Sisters Maura Clarke and Ita
Ford, Ursuline Dorothy Kazel, and lay missionary Jean Donovan.
Liberal Catholics described nuns and priests in Central America
who worked to combat structural inequality as human rights advocates living out the Gospel's spirit. Conservative Catholics, by
contrast, saw them as agents of class conflict who furthered the
so-called Gospel according to Karl Marx. The debate was an old
one among Catholics, especially after Vatican II and liberation
theology's growth. But, as Reagan's Gun-Toting Nuns contends,
the intra-Catholic debate intensified as conservative, anticommunist Catholics played instrumental roles in crafting US policy
to fund the Salvadoran government and the Nicaraguan contras.
Reagan's Gun-Toting Nuns describes the religious actors as
human rights advocates and, against prevailing understandings
of the fundamentally secular activism related to human rights,
highlighting religious-inspired activism during the Cold War. In
charting of the rightward development of American Catholicism,
Keeley provides a new chapter in the history of US diplomacy
and shows how domestic issues such as contraception and abortion joined with foreign policy matters to shift Catholic laity
toward Republican policies at home and abroad.

$49.95 hardcover | $24.99 ebook
352 pages, 6 x 9, 4 b&w halftones
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"I'd been waiting years for a book like this.
In Reagan's Gun-Toting Nuns Theresa
Keeley provides an enormously important
take on the Central American conflict
and its impact. Her precise snapshots of
what socially engaged Christianity really
looked like in the 1970s and 1980s are
invaluable."—Virginia Garrard, University
of Texas, co-author of Latin America and
the Modern World
"In an innovative analysis that integrates
US foreign relations, religion, gender, and
competing ideas about development,
Reagan's Gun-Toting Nuns convincingly
demonstrates the centrality of intra-Catholic debates in shaping US policy toward
Central America during the Cold
War."—William Michael Schmidli, Leiden
University, author of The Fate of Freedom
Elsewhere

Theresa Keeley is Assistant Professor
of US and the World at the University of
Louisville.

Listen Up!
We'd really appreciate it if you listen to
our incredible podcast, featuring in-depth
interviews with US history authors and
check-ins with our acquiring editors in
this important field.
Find the 1869 Podcast on iTunes, Spotify,
SoundCloud, or wherever you get your
podcasts.
Keep an eye out for the

symbol!

Detestable and Wicked Arts
New England and Witchcraft in the Early
Modern Atlantic World
Paul B. Moyer

In Detestable and Wicked Arts, Paul B. Moyer places early New England's battle against black magic in a transatlantic perspective.
Moyer provides an accessible and comprehensive examination of
witch prosecutions in the Puritan colonies that discusses how
their English inhabitants understood the crime of witchcraft,
why some people ran a greater risk of being accused of occult
misdeeds, and how gender intersected with witch-hunting.
Focusing on witchcraft cases in New England between
roughly 1640 and 1670, Detestable and Wicked Arts highlights
ties between witch-hunting in the New and Old Worlds. Informed by studies on witchcraft in early modern Europe, Moyer
presents a useful synthesis of scholarship on occult crime in
New England and makes new and valuable contributions to the
field.
Paul B. Moyer is Professor of History at SUNY Brockport. He
is the author of Wild Yankees and The Public Universal Friend.

"Displaying deep knowledge of recent
scholarship in cases from both sides of the
Atlantic, Paul B. Moyer's study illuminates
crucial issues such as the relationship
of diabolic and malefic conceptions of
witchcraft, the role of gender in witchcraft
accusations, and the distinguishing
characteristics of witch panics. Detestable
and Wicked Arts significantly expands our
understanding of the always intriguing
topic of New England witchcraft."—Mary
Beth Norton, Cornell University, author
of 1774
"Providing excellent analysis and insights
on New England witchcraft, Paul B.
Moyer adds an astute and sorely needed
English Atlantic perspective to the field."—
Emerson W. Baker, Salem State University,
author of A Storm of Witchcraft
"Detestable and Wicked Arts delivers
an engaging and useful synthesis of
scholarship about New England witchcraft,
connecting a thorough description of
how witchcraft emerged in the New
England colonies with modern scholarly
interpretation."—Erika Gasser, University
of Cincinnati, author of Vexed with Devils

$29.95 paperback | $14.99 ebook
294 pages, 6 x 9, 19 b&w halftones, 6 maps, 1 chart
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Buffalo at the Crossroads
The Past, Present, and Future of American
Urbanism
edited by Peter H. Christensen

Buffalo at the Crossroads is a diverse set of cutting-edge essays.
The twelve authors highlight the outsized importance of Buffalo,
New York, within the story of American urbanism. Across the
contributions to this collection, the authors consider the history
of Buffalo's built environment in light of contemporary developments and in relationship to the evolving interplay between
nature, industry, and architecture.
Essays examine Buffalo's architectural heritage in rich context: the Second Industrial Revolution; the City Beautiful movement; world's fairs; grain, railroad, and shipping industries;
urban renewal and so-called white flight,; as well as the larger
networks of labor and production that set the city's economic
fate. The contributors pay attention to currents that connect
contemporary architectural work in Buffalo to the legacies established by its esteemed architectural founders: Richardson, Olmsted, Adler, Sullivan, Bethune, Wright, Saarinen, and others.
Buffalo at the Crossroads is a compelling introduction to
Buffalo's architecture and developed landscape that will frame
discussion about the city for years to come.
Peter H. Christensen is Associate Professor of Art History
at the University of Rochester. He is the author of Germany and
the Ottoman Railways.

$29.95 paperback | $14.99 ebook
336 pages, 6 x 9, 96 b&w halftones, 1 map

"In this excellent collection of essays, Peter
Christensen brings together a talented
group of authors, of varying ages and
disciplines, who have done really well in
excavating Buffalo's decline and so-called
renaissance."—David Schuyler, Franklin
& Marshall College, author of Embattled
River
"Buffalo at the Crossroads makes a
significant contribution to the field by
presenting new information, offering
original interpretations, and advancing
theoretical discussion."—Jeffrey Chusid,
Cornell University, author of Saving Wright

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Civilizational Imperatives
Americans, Moros, and the Colonial World
Oliver Charbonneau

In Civilizational Imperatives, Oliver Charbonneau reveals the
little-known history of the United States' colonization of the
Philippines' Muslim South in the early twentieth century. Often
referred to as Moroland, the Sulu Archipelago and island of
Mindanao were sites of intense US engagement and laboratories
of colonial modernity during an age of global imperialism.
Exploring the complex relationship between colonizer and
colonized from the late nineteenth century until the eve of the
Second World War, Charbonneau argues that American power
in the Islamic Philippines rested upon a transformative vision
of colonial rule. Civilization, protection, and instruction became
watchwords for US military officers and civilian administrators,
who enacted fantasies of racial reform among the diverse societies of the region. Violence saturated their efforts to remake indigenous politics and culture, embedding itself into governance
strategies used across four decades. Although taking place on
the edges of the Philippine colonial state, this fraught civilizing mission did not occur in isolation. It shared structural and
ideological connections to US settler conquest in North America,
and also borrowed liberally from European and Islamic empires.
These circuits of cultural, political, and institutional exchange—
accessed by colonial and anticolonial actors alike—gave empire
in the Southern Philippines its hybrid character.
Civilizational Imperatives is a story of colonization and connection, reaching across nations and empires in its examination
of a Southeast Asian space under US sovereignty. It presents an
innovative new portrait of the American empire's global dimensions and the many ways they shaped the colonial encounter in
the Southern Philippines.
Oliver Charbonneau is Lecturer in American History at the
University of Glasgow. Follow him on Twitter @olaferr.
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"Civilizational Imperatives is the best
book that has ever been written about
the southern Philippines. Charbonneau
brings a nuanced local knowledge of
geography, language, culture, and religion
to understand the region and its Muslim
residents, while also connected that story
to big themes in Asian, Pacific, and world
history."—Christopher Capozzola, MIT,
author of Bound by War
"Oliver Charbonneau has crafted the
most comprehensive study so far of the
American colonial experience among
the Muslims in the southern Philippine
island of Mindano."—Patricio N. Abinales,
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa, author
of Orthodoxy and History in the MuslimMindanao Narrative

The Politics of Veteran Benefits in
the Twentieth Century
A Comparative History
Martin Crot t y, Neil J. Diamant, and Mark Edele

What happened to veterans of the nations involved in the world
wars? How did they fare when they returned home and needed
benefits? How were they recognized (or not) by their governments and fellow citizens? Where, and under what circumstances, did they obtain an elevated post-war status?
In this sophisticated comparative history of government
policies regarding veterans, Martin Crotty, Neil J. Diamant,
and Mark Edele examine veterans' struggles for entitlements
and benefits in the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan,
Taiwan, the Soviet Union, China, Germany, and Australia after
both global conflicts. They illuminate how veterans' success or
failure in winning benefits were shaped by a range of factors
which shaped their ability to exert political influence. Some
veterans' groups fought politicians for improvements to their
post-war lives; this lobbying, the authors show, could set the
foundation for beneficial veteran treatment regimes or it could
weaken the political forces proposing unfavourable policies.
The authors highlight cases of veterans who secured (and
in some cases failed to secure) benefits and status after wars
both won and lost; within both democratic and authoritarian
polities; under liberal, conservative, and even Leninist governments; after wars fought by volunteers or conscripts, at home
or abroad, and for legitimate or subsequently discredited causes.
Veterans who succeeded did so, for the most part, by forcing
their agendas through lobbying, protesting, and mobilizing
public support. The Politics of Veterans Benefits in the Twentieth
Century provides a largescale map for a research field with a
future: comparative veteran studies.

"An exceptionally valuable collaborative
book—practically a first. Until now, the
field has invariably been conducted
through a national lens. If readers
wait for a bigger, better book to cover
everything, they will be waiting a very long
time."—Peter Stanley, University of New
South Wales, author of Die in Battle, Do
Not Despair
"The Politics of Veteran Benefits in the
Twentieth Century is ambitious in scope,
providing analysis of an impressively
diverse array of country case studies, and
with conclusions of interest to the wider
policy community."—Thomas Davies, City,
University of London, author of Routledge
Handbook of NGOs and International
Relations

Martin Crot t y is Associate Professor of History at the University of Queensland and author of Making the Australian Male.
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Cinema and the Cultural Cold War
US Diplomacy and the Origins of the Asian
Cinema Network
Sangjoon Lee

Cinema and the Cultural Cold War explores the ways in which
postwar Asian cinema was shaped by transnational collaborations and competitions between newly independent and colonial
states at the height of Cold War politics. Sangjoon Lee adopts a
global and regional approach when analyzing the region’s film
cultures and industries. By taking a closer look at the cultural
realities of this tumultuous period, Lee comprehensively reconstructs Asian film history in light of the international relationships forged, broken, and reestablished during the Cold War.
Lee elucidates how industry personnel, policymakers, and
intellectuals in East and Southeast Asia aspired to industrialize
their Hollywood-inspired system in order to expand the market
and raise the competitiveness of their cultural products. He
demonstrates that the emergence of this network in Asia was,
in large part, the offspring of Cold War cultural politics and the
product of American hegemony.
During the Cold War, film festivals in cities across East and
Southeast Asia presented opportunities for the Central Intelligence Agency to establish and maintain cultural, political, and
institutional links between Asia and the United States. Cinema
and the Cultural Cold War reanimates this almost-forgotten history of cinema and the film industry in Asia.
Sangjoon Lee is Assistant Professor at the Wee Kim Wee
School of Communication and Information, Nanyang Technological University. He is the editor of Rediscovering Korean
Cinema.

"Sangjoon Lee has written an exciting
and well-conceived book that makes a
compelling case that the dominance of
national film industry studies within film
and cultural studies has led to the neglect
of a fascinating and highly significant
transregional network of producers,
directors, writers and journalists."—Penny
Von Eschen, University of Virginia, author
of Satchmo Blows Up the World
"Cinema and the Cultural Cold War is an
original and impressive study. Deeply
researched and carefully crafted, it
uncovers the truly transnational interplay
of filmmakers, studio heads, and policy
strategists in East and Southeast Asia
during the height of the Cold War."—
Hiroshi Kitamura, College of William &
Mary, author of Screening Enlightenment
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Crafting History
Archiving and the Quest for Architectural
Legacy
Albena Yaneva

What constitutes an archive in architecture? What forms does it
take? What epistemology does it perform? What kind of craft is
archiving? Crafting History provides answers and offers insights
on the ontological granularity of the archive, and its relationship
with architecture as a complex enterprise that starts and ends
much beyond the act of building, or the life of a creator.
We learn how objects are processed and catalogued, how a
classification scheme is produced, how models and drawings are
preserved, how born-digital material battles time and technology obsolescence. We follow the work of conservators, librarians,
cataloguers, digital archivists, museum technicians, curators,
and architects and we capture archiving in its mundane, and
practical course.
Based on ethnographic observation of the Canadian Centre
for Architecture and interviews with a range of practitioners,
including Álvaro Siza and Peter Eisenman, Yaneva traces archiving through the daily work and care of all its participants,
scrutinizing their variable ontology, scale, and politics. Yaneva
addresses the strategies employed by practicing architects to
envisage an archive-based future, and tells a story about how
architectural collections are crafted so as to form the epistemological basis of Architectural History.

"Crafting History offers a much-needed
analysis of what an archive does, and of
what relations it is composed. Yaneva's
writing is intelligent and accessible,
introducing new methodologies for
approaching the archive while telling
compelling stories along the way."—
Hélène Frichot, University of Melbourne,
Australia, author of Creative Ecologies
"Yaneva has written an outstanding work
that will be a key reference of future
works on architectural archiving, as well as
future ethnographies of archiving."—Jilly
Traganou, Parsons School of Design,
editor of Design and Political Dissent

Albena Yaneva is Professor of Architectural Theory at the
University of Manchester and Lise Meitner Visiting Chair at
Lund. She is author of several books, including, most recently,
Five Ways to Make Architecture.
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Ideal Minds
Raising Consciousness in the Antisocial
Seventies
Michael Tr ask

In the wake of the 1960s, that decade's focus on consciousness-raising transformed into an array of intellectual projects
far afield of movement politics. The mind's powers came to
preoccupy a range of thinkers and writers: ethicists pursuing
contractual theories of justice, radical ecologists interested in
the paleolithic brain, seventies cultists, and the devout of both
evangelical and New Age persuasions. In Ideal Minds, Michael
Trask presents a boldly revisionist argument about the revival
of subjectivity in postmodern American culture, connecting
familiar figures within the seventies intellectual landscape who
share a commitment to what he calls "neo-idealism" as a weapon
in the struggle against discredited materialist and behaviorist
worldviews.
In a heterodox intellectual and literary history of the 1970s,
Ideal Minds mixes ideas from cognitive science, philosophy of
mind, moral philosophy, deep ecology, political theory, science
fiction, neoclassical economics, and the sociology of religion.
Trask also delves into the decade's more esoteric branches of
learning, including Scientology, anarchist theory, rapture prophesies, psychic channeling, and neo-Malthusianism. Through
this investigation, Trask argues that a dramatic inflation in the
value of consciousness and autonomy beginning in the 1970s
accompanied a growing argument about the state's inability
to safeguard such values. Ultimately, the thinkers Trask analyzes—John Rawls, Arne Neiss, L. Ron Hubbard, Hal Lindsey,
Philip Dick, Ursula Le Guin, Edward Abbey, William Burroughs,
John Irving, and James Merrill—found alternatives to statism
in conditions that would lend intellectual support to the consolidation of these concepts in the radical free market ideologies
of the 1980s.

"Ideal Minds is an exceptional and
surprising contribution to the reevaluation
of the 1970s, by an utterly brilliant critic. It
is unlike anything else I have read on the
intellectual and literary history of that
decade, and it has transformed my view
of the period. A magnificent, generative
book."—Mark Greif, Stanford University,
author of The Age of the Crisis of Man
"Michael Trask has crafted a terrific study
of a pivotal moment in contemporary
culture. Ideal Minds helps us to understand
how a broad postwar distrust of systems
and corporations in general becomes, in
the final quarter of the twentieth century,
a distrust of one system: government."—
Andrew Hoberek, University of Missouri,
author of The Twilight of the Middle Class

Michael Tr ask is the Guy Davenport Professor of English at
the University of Kentucky. He is the author of Cruising Modernism and Camp Sites.
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Heaven's Interpreters
Women Writers and Religious Agency in
Nineteenth-Century America
Ashley Reed

In Heaven's Interpreters, Ashley Reed reveals how nineteenth-century American women writers transformed the public sphere
by using the imaginative power of fiction to craft new models
of religious identity and agency. Women writers of the antebellum period, Reed contends, embraced theological concepts to
gain access to the literary sphere, challenging the notion that
theological discourse was exclusively oppressive and served to
deny women their own voice.
Attending to modes of being and believing in works by Augusta Jane Evans, Harriet Jacobs, Catharine Maria Sedgwick,
Elizabeth Oakes Smith, Elizabeth Stoddard, Harriet Beecher
Stowe, and Susan Warner, Reed illuminates how these writers
infused the secular space of fiction with religious ideas and
debates, imagining new possibilities for women's individual
agency and collective action.

"Heaven's Interpreters is a vital contribution
to the growing field of feminist studies
of the secular. Ashley Reed challenges
scholars to take seriously women's
religious agency and shows how doing
so allows us to analyze, and not simply
reinforce, the assumptions of liberalism."—
Justine S. Murison, University of Illinois,
author of The Politics of Anxiety in
Nineteenth-Century American Literature

Thanks to generous funding from Virginia Tech and its participation in TOME (Toward an Open Monograph Ecosystem), the
ebook editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes
from Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
Ashley Reed is Assistant Professor of English at Virginia Tech.
Follow her on Twitter @AshleyKReed.
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Chicago's Industrial Decline
The Failure of Redevelopment, 1920–1975
Robert Lewis

In Chicago's Industrial Decline Robert Lewis charts the city's
decline since the 1920s and describes the early development of
Chicago's famed (and reviled) growth machine. Beginning in
the 1940s and led by local politicians, downtown business interest, financial institutions, and real estate groups, place-dependent organizations in Chicago implemented several industrial
renewal initiatives with the dual purpose of stopping factory
closings and attracting new firms in order to turn blighted
property into modern industrial sites. At the same time, a more
powerful coalition sought to adapt the urban fabric to appeal
to middle-class consumption and residential living. As Lewis
shows, the two aims were never well integrated, and the result
was on-going disinvestment and the inexorable decline of Chicago's industrial space.
By the 1950s, Lewis argues, it was evident that the early
incarnation of the growth machine had failed to maintain Chicago's economic center in industry. Although larger economic
and social forces—specifically, competition for business and for
residential development from the suburbs in the Chicagoland
region and across the whole United States—played a role in the
city's industrial decline, Lewis stresses the deep incoherence of
post-WWII economic policy and urban planning that hoped to
square the circle by supporting both heavy industry and middleto upper-class amenities in downtown Chicago.
Robert Lewis is Professor of Geography and Planning at the
University of Toronto. He is the author of Chicago Made, Calculating Property Relations, and Manufacturing Montreal.
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The Kosher Capones, by Joe Kraus
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The Last Card, edited by Timothy Andrews Sayle, Jeffrey A. Engel, Hal
Brands, & William Inboden

•

The Sources of Anti-Slavery Constitutionalism in America, 1760–1848, by William M. Wiecek

•

The Nuclear Spies, by Vince Houghton
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Confessions of a Free Speech Lawyer, by Rodney A. Smolla

•

City of Big Shoulders, by Robert G. Spinney

The Scholar as Human
Research and Teaching for Public Impact
edited by Anna Sims Bartel and Debr a A.
Castillo

The Scholar as Human brings together faculty from a wide range
of disciplines—history; art; Africana, American, and Latinx
studies; literature, law, performance and media arts, development sociology, anthropology, and Science and Technology
Studies—to focus on how scholarship is informed, enlivened,
deepened, and made more meaningful by each scholar's sense of
identity, purpose, and place in the world. Designed to help model
new paths for publicly-engaged humanities, the contributions
to this groundbreaking volume are guided by one overarching
question: How can scholars practice a more human scholarship?
Recognizing that colleges and universities must be more responsive to the needs of both their students and surrounding
communities, the essays in The Scholar as Human carve out
new space for public scholars and practitioners whose rigor and
passion are equally important forces in their work. Challenging
the approach to research and teaching of earlier generations that
valorized disinterestedness, each contributor here demonstrates
how they have energized their own scholarship and its reception
among their students and in the wider world through a deeper
engagement with their own life stories and humanity.

"The Scholar as Human is compelling and
engaging. The diversity of stories told
makes this a powerful contribution to the
field, and may inspire many to take up this
important work."—Erica Kohl-Arenas, UC
Davis, author of The Self-Help Myth

Contributors: Anna Sims Bartel, Debra A. Castillo, Ella
Diaz, Carolina Osorio Gil, Christine Henseler, Caitlin
Kane, Shawn McDaniel, A. T. Miller, Scott J. Peters,
Bobby J. Smith II, José Ragas, Riché Richardson, Gerald
Torres, Matthew Velasco, Sara Warner

Thanks to generous funding from Cornell University, the ebook
editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes from
Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
Anna S. Bartel is Associate Director for Community-Engaged
Curricula and Practice at Cornell University.
Debr a A. Castillo is Emerson Hinchliff Professor of Hispanic Studies and Comparative Literature at Cornell University.
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They Will Have Their Game
Sporting Culture and the Making of the Early
American Republic
Kenneth Cohen

WINNER OF THE SHEAR BOOK PRIZE OF THE SOCIETY FOR
HISTORIANS OF THE EARLY AMERICAN REPUBLIC

In They Will Have Their Game, Kenneth Cohen explores how
sports, drinking, gambling, and theater produced a sense of
democracy while also reinforcing racial, gender, and class divisions in early America. Pairing previously unexplored financial
records with a wide range of published reports, unpublished
correspondence, and material and visual evidence, Cohen
demonstrates how investors, participants, and professional
managers and performers from all sorts of backgrounds saw
these "sporting" activities as stages for securing economic and
political advantage over others.
They Will Have Their Game tracks the evolution of this fight
for power from 1760 to 1860, showing how its roots in masculine competition and risk-taking gradually developed gendered
and racial limits and then spread from leisure activities to the
consideration of elections as "races" and business as a "game."
The result reorients the standard narrative about the rise of
commercial popular culture to question the influence of ideas
such as "gentility" and "respectability," and to put men like P.
T. Barnum at the end instead of the beginning of the process,
unveiling a new take on the creation of the white male republic
of the early nineteenth century in which sporting activities lie at
the center and not the margins of economic and political history.
Kenneth Cohen is Associate Professor of History and Director of the Museum Studies Program at the University of
Delaware
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"In this highly readable scholarly work,
Cohen (Smithsonian) offers a descriptive
study in power and hierarchy in American society from 1750 to 1860 and the
evolving role of 'sporting culture' in their
expression. Well-chosen and well-placed
reproductions of period artwork illustrate
socialization between social groups and
the exclusionary divides that increasingly
restricted participation by women, black
slaves, and freemen."—Choice
"They Will Have Their Game offers a
compelling description of the process
by which sporting culture emerged in
eastern North America. . . . political and
cultural historians should read it, and they
should do so with care."—William & Mary
Quarterly
"Kenneth Cohen does far more than
simply read sporting culture as a metaphor
for American politics. He interrogates
how this culture emerged as a means
to identify insiders and outsiders in the
nation's political landscape."—Heather
Nathans, Tufts University, author of
Slavery and Sentiment on the American
Stage, 1787–1861
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To Kill Nations
American Strategy in the Air-Atomic Age and
the Rise of Mutually Assured Destruction
Edward K apl an

Between 1945 and 1950, the United States had a global nuclear
monopoly. The A-bomb transformed the nation’s strategic airpower and saw the Air Force displace the Navy at the front line
of American defense. In To Kill Nations, Edward Kaplan traces
the evolution of American strategic airpower and preparation
for nuclear war from this early air-atomic era to a later period
(1950–1965) in which the Soviet Union’s atomic capability, accelerated by thermonuclear weapons and ballistic missiles, made
American strategic assets vulnerable and gradually undermined
air-atomic strategy. The shift to mutually assured destruction
(MAD) via general nuclear exchange steadily took precedence
in strategic thinking and budget allocations. Soon American
nuclear-armed airborne bomber fleets shaped for conventionally
defined—if implausible, then impossible—victory were supplanted by missile-based forces designed to survive and punish.
The Air Force receded from the forefront of American security
policy.
Kaplan throws into question both the inevitability and preferability of the strategic doctrine of MAD. He looks at the process
by which cultural, institutional, and strategic ideas about MAD
took shape and makes insightful use of the comparison between
generals who thought they could win a nuclear war and the cold
institutional logic of the suicide pact that was MAD. Kaplan
also offers a reappraisal of Eisenhower’s nuclear strategy and
diplomacy to make a case for the marginal viability of air-atomic
military power even in an era of ballistic missiles.
Edward K apl an is Associate Professor of History at the US
Air Force Academy. He is coeditor of Atlas for Introduction to
Military History and editor of High Flight.
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"In To Kill Nations Edward Kaplan
describesa long process of evolution
and adaptation as US political and
military leaders grappled with integrating
nuclear weapons into national defense
after World War II. Strikingly, he sees
not a sudden revolution but a gradual
process of incremental changes in military
preparedness policy and action."—Journal
of American History
"To Kill Nations will enlighten readers
seeking an intelligent overview of the
evolution of airpower strategy in the
first twenty-five years of the Cold War
as well as, more specifically, President
Eisenhower's New Look security policy
and Robert McNamara's influence on
national security strategy during the
Kennedy administration."—Michigan War
Studies Review
"Kaplan draws extensively on archival
records, including declassified
government documents, to tell the story
of how US nuclear strategy went from
being focused on winning nuclear war with
the Soviet Union to being more in line
with the [mutually assured destruction]
thinking made famous by early nuclear
deterrence scholars, such as Thomas
Schelling."—H-NET Reviews
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Embattled River
The Hudson and Modern American
Environmentalism
David Schuyler

In Embattled River, David Schuyler describes the efforts to reverse the pollution and bleak future of the Hudson River that
became evident in the 1950s. Through his investigative narrative, Schuyler uncovers the critical role of this iconic American
waterway in the emergence of modern environmentalism in
the United States.
Writing fifty-five years after Consolidated Edison announced
plans to construct a pumped storage power plant at Storm King
Mountain, Schuyler recounts how a loose coalition of activists
took on corporate capitalism and defended the river. As Schuyler
shows, the environmental victories on the Hudson had broad
impact. In the state at the heart of the story, the immediate result
was the creation in 1970 of the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation to monitor, investigate, and litigate cases of pollution. At the national level, the environmental
ferment in the Hudson Valley that Schuyler so richly describes
contributed directly to the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency in 1970, the passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972,
and the creation of the Superfund in 1980 to fund the cleanup
of toxic-dumping sites.
With these legal and regulatory means, the contest between
environmental advocates and corporate power has continued
well into the twenty-first century. Indeed, as Embattled River
shows, the past is prologue. The struggle to control the uses and
maintain the ecological health of the Hudson River persists and
the stories of the pioneering advocates told by Schuyler provide
lessons, reminders, and inspiration for today's activists.
The late David Schuyler is Arthur and Katherine Shadek
Professor of the Humanities and American Studies, Franklin
& Marshall College. Schuyler is author of numerous books, including the award-winning Sanctified Landscape.
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"Places the Hudson at the center of the
larger movement to preserve what is left
of America the beautiful. . . . Packed with
details about the river's recent environmental history."—Lancaster Online
"Exhaustively researched. . . . A serious
storyteller who plays by the stringent rules
of the historian, Schuyler expertly weaves
his many strands into a 360-degree
view."—Hudson Valley One
"Anyone interested in the Hudson River
Valley—even those who think themselves
well-versed in these topics—will find
something of value in this well-researched
and nicely written book. Perhaps most
valuable is Schuyler's reminder that
rivers have the potential to bind together
disparate places and diverse individuals in
powerful environmental coalitions."—The
Hudson River Valley Review
"Embattled River fills a historiographical
niche by bringing the Hudson Valley's
regional history of environmentalist action
up to the present. Overall, Schuyler's
writing is both clear and accessible, and
the relatively short chapter lengths make
Embattled River a pleasure to read."—Environmental History
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The Power of Activism: Speaking Out
for Clean Water In the Hudson
River

E

David Schuyler

arth Day 2018 is around the corner. What can we
take from it this year, what can we repeat from the
past, and what can we do differently? The story of
the Hudson River presented by David Schuyler in Embattled River is a great place to start. An investigative
narrative filled with lessons to be learned, it is a call to
action for all of us who want to live in harmony with nature, and an example of how important it is to raise one’s
voice when it comes to leading change.
My dirty stream
Named Mahicantuck (or “river that flows two ways”) by
native peoples long before Hudson’s arrival, the Hudson
River has been a key battleground in modern US environmentalism since 1962, when Consolidated Edison
announced plans to construct a pumped storage electrical generating power plant at Storm King Mountain.
But the pollution and bleak future of the Hudson River
was as clear as water even before that, and by 1950, the
impact of humans and our abuse of the river’s natural
resources was evident.

up of toxic dump sites.
An ongoing battle
As a result of the Clean Water Act and some enforcement by the Environmental Protection Agency and
the state Department of Environmental Conservation,
the Hudson River is cleaner than at any time since the
dawn of industrialization in the nineteenth century. But
the presence of so many chemicals in the water and the
flesh of the fish that inhabit it—many of them known
carcinogens—makes the efforts of the river’s defenders
an ongoing battle, and today the struggle to control its
uses and maintain its ecological health persists.
An arm of the sea where salty sea water meets fresh
water running off the land, the Hudson River plays a pivotal role in the emergence of modern environmentalism
in the United States. Embattled River is proof of what
can be achieved when environmental activists stand for
nature, and the stories of the pioneering advocates told
by Schuyler provide lessons, reminders, and the inspiration to celebrate this Earth Day.

Still waters
Still waters run deep, and a loose coalition of activists
were ready to act and defend the river. Led by Scenic
Hudson, and later joined by groups such as Riverkeeper,
Clearwater, the Hudson River Valley Greenway, and the
Hudson River Valley National Heritage Area, the coalition won the first of many legal and publicity battles that
would halt pollution of the river, slowly reverse the damage of years of discharge, and protect hundreds of thousands of acres of undeveloped land in the river valley.
As Schuyler shows, the environmental victories on
the Hudson had broad impact. In the state at the heart
of the story, the victory resulted in the creation of the
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (1970) to monitor, investigate, and litigate cases
of pollution. At a national level, the environmental ferment in the Hudson Valley contributed directly to the
creation of the Environmental Protection Agency in
1970, the passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, and
the creation of the Superfund in 1980 to fund the cleanBEHIND THE BOOK

Bestseller

Confessions of a Free Speech
Lawyer
Charlottesville and the Politics of Hate
Rodney A. Smoll a

In the personal and frank Confessions of a Free Speech Lawyer,
Rodney A. Smolla offers an insider's view on the violent confrontations in Charlottesville during the "summer of hate."
Blending memoir, courtroom drama, and a consideration of the
unhealed wound of racism in our society, he shines a light on
the conflict between the value of free speech and the protection
of civil rights.
Smolla has spent his career in the thick of these tempestuous
and fraught issues, from acting as lead counsel in a famous
Supreme Court decision challenging Virginia's law against
burning crosses, to serving as co-counsel in a libel suit brought
by a fraternity against Rolling Stone magazine for publishing
an article alleging that one of the fraternity's initiation rituals
included gang rape. Smolla has also been active as a university
leader, serving as dean of three law schools and president of
one and railing against hate speech and sexual assault on US
campuses.
Well before the tiki torches cast their ominous shadows
across the nation, the city of Charlottesville sought to relocate
the Unite the Right rally; Smolla was approached to represent
the alt-right groups. Though he declined, he came to wonder
what his history of advocacy had wrought. Feeling unsettlingly
complicit, he joined the Charlottesville Task Force, and he realized that the events that transpired there had meaning and resonance far beyond a singular time and place. Why, he wonders,
has one of our foundational rights created a land in which such
tragic clashes happen all too frequently?
Rodney A. Smoll a is Dean and Professor of Law at the Delaware Law School of Widener University and is the author of
numerous books, including The Constitution Goes to College, Deliberate Intent, and Jerry Falwell v. Larry Flynt. He is a nationally
known scholar and writer and has presented oral argument in
state and federal courts across the country.
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"It's hard to imagine a mayor or police
chief who—in planning for the arrival of
controversial figures—wouldn't profit
from Smolla's account of the cascade
of missteps in Charlottesville."—Kirkus
Reviews
"This book is dazzling in its interweaving
of such a rich tapestry of information and
analysis, told in the form of mesmerizing
stories. This book should be read by
everyone from Supreme Court Justices to
high school students."—Nadine Strossen,
Former President, American Civil
Liberties Union, author of HATE
"Rod Smolla is a wonderful story-teller
who brings alive the important history of
legal and cultural wars over the meaning
of free speech, especially during periods
of divisive hatred in America. His
'confessions' are a compellingly readable
blend of personal memoir, history, and
legal thought."—Alan Dershowitz, author
of Guilt by Accusation

Free Speech and Pandemic Protests
Rodney A. Smolla

C

oincident with the publication of my new book,
Confessions of a Free Speech Lawyer: Charlottesville and the Politics of Hate, pandemic
protests began to surface across the United States, as
crowds gathered in defiance of social distancing orders, often without wearing masks. This proved to be a
teaching moment. One of my law students put the issue
bluntly, asking this question: “I know Americans have a
right to protest, however, is there any way to limit this
freedom for the safety of others as this virus has proven
to be a serious threat to life?”
Here is how I replied:
Government rules imposing requirements such as
social distancing, restrictions on out-of-home travel,
limits on the sizes of gatherings, or requirements that
persons wear masks plainly burden numerous constitutional rights, including the right to travel, the right to
peaceably assemble, freedom of association, freedom
of speech, the right to petition the government for a
redress of grievances, and perhaps (as applied to worship), the free exercise of religion.
Yet none of these rights are absolute. In this blog post I
address the free speech issues.
This much is clear: The government may not punish
expressions of opinion criticizing the social distancing
rules, questioning their legality, or calling for them to
end. If the protesters are not violating the social distancing rules themselves in expressing their contempt
for them, such as through posts on Facebook, or signs
erected on property, modern First Amendment principles plainly bar punishment for their expression alone.
Thus, New York could not punish citizens who argue
that New Yorkers should take to the streets without
masks and open their businesses, on the theory that
the mere expression of these views is a threat to public
health, in that it encourages citizens to take actions that
will spread the contagion. To be sure, such expressions
of opinion might well have a tendency to influence and
embolden some to violate the restrictions. Yet under
modern First Amendment principles, such a “bad tendency” would be treated as mere “abstract advocacy”
of breaking the law. As most famously articulated in the

Supreme Court’s 1969 opinion in Brandenburg v. Ohio,
such abstract advocacy is constitutionally protected.
Brandenburg involved the racist speech of the Ku
Klux Klan at a cross-burning ceremony. The ugly racist
speech of the Klan surely had a “bad tendency.” Yet the
Supreme Court held the Klan’s views were only abstract
advocacy. The Court imposed a strict test protecting
such expression unless it is directed to the incitement
of imminent lawless action and likely to produce such
action.
As a lawyer I argued a similar case in the US Supreme
Court, decided in 2003, Virginia v. Black, in which I had
the unsavory task of defending the Ku Klux Klan and
cross-burners, arguing that the First Amendment prohibited states from treating all cross-burnings as “threats”
to engage in violence. The Supreme Court agreed with
my position, holding that the First Amendment required
the government to prove an actual “true threat” to engage in violence before it could punish those who brandish offensive symbols, such as a burning cross.
But what if protesters used social media to plan, organize, and incite a massive rally in which citizens were
urged to assemble in two days in Central Park in New
York, to occupy the Park in defiance of distancing restrictions, and to leave their masks at home. Could the
government punish those rally organizers, consistent
with the First Amendment? In my view, the answer is
yes. The distancing and mask-wearing rules do not punish violators because of the content of their message,
or the purpose of the gathering, but rather limit activity
across-the-board, to protect public health. Assuming
the government could prove that the organizers’ messages were directed to inciting imminent violation of
those rules and likely to produce such violations, their
free speech protections would be lost.
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The History of Starved Rock
Mark Walczynski

The History of Starved Rock provides a wonderful overview of the
famous site in Utica, Illinois, from when European explorers
first viewed the bluff in 1673 through to 1911, when Starved Rock
became the centerpiece of Illinois' second state park.
Mark Walczynski pulls together stories and insights from
the language, geology, geography, anthropology, archaeology,
biology, and agriculture of the park to provide readers with an
understanding of both the human and natural history of Starved
Rock, and to put it into context with the larger history of the
American Midwest.
Mark Walczynski is Park Historian for the Starved Rock
Foundation located at Starved Rock State Park, Utica, Illinois.

"For those who want to know more about
the fascinating history of Starved Rock,
here's the book they've been looking for."—
Robert Michael Morrissey, University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, author of
Empire by Collaboration
"An accurate, deeply-researched, labor of
love, Walcyzinski's nearly unique format
chronicles an utterly unique place. The
reader, perspective immutably linked to
the living stone edifice itself, stands watch
while the stories of a beloved place and
voices of its intertwining peoples flow
past."—Duane Esarey, Dickson Mounds,
Illinois State Musem
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Bestseller

Last Subway
The Long Wait for the Next Train in New York
City
Philip Mark Plotch

Last Subway is the fascinating and dramatic story behind New
York City's struggle to build a new subway line under Second
Avenue and improve transit services all across the city. With his
extraordinary access to powerful players and internal documents,
Philip Mark Plotch reveals why the city's subway system, once
the best in the world, is now too often unreliable, overcrowded,
and uncomfortable. He explains how a series of uninformed
and self-serving elected officials have fostered false expectations
about the city's ability to adequately maintain and significantly
expand its transit system.
Since the 1920s, New Yorkers have been promised a Second
Avenue subway. When the first of four planned phases opened
on Manhattan's Upper East Side in 2017, subway service improved for tens of thousands of people. Riders have been delighted with the clean, quiet, and spacious new stations. Yet
these types of accomplishments will not be repeated unless New
Yorkers learn from their century-long struggle.
Last Subway offers valuable lessons in how governments can
overcome political gridlock and enormous obstacles to build
grand projects. However, it is also a cautionary tale for cities.
Plotch reveals how false promises, redirected funds and political ambitions have derailed subway improvements. Given the
ridiculously high cost of building new subways in New York and
their lengthy construction period, the Second Avenue subway
(if it is ever completed) will be the last subway built in New York
for generations to come.
Philip Mark Plotch is an associate professor of political
science and director of the Master of Public Administration
program at Saint Peter's University. He has served as Director
of World Trade Center Redevelopment and Special Projects at
the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation, and manager
of planning and policy at the Metropolitan Transportation Authority. Plotch is the award-winning author of Politics Across the
Hudson. Follow him on Twitter @profplotch.
THREE HILL S
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"For nearly three quarters of a century, the
Second Avenue subway was notorious as
the most famous thing New York never
built. Now Phil Plotch takes you into
decades of political struggle for a glimpse
on how megaprojects can beat back the
million-to-one odds against them."—Gene
Russianoff, Senior Attorney, NYPIRG
Straphangers Campaign
"Politics at its best is about making the
impossible happen, and for too long I was
told that completing the Second Avenue
subway was impossible. After a nearly
century-long battle, the first phase of the
Second Avenue line is finally complete.
Philip Mark Plotch beautifully details the
complex history of the Second Avenue
subway and takes you behind the scenes of
the project's many twists and turns."—US
Congresswoman Carolyn B. Maloney,
New York's 12th District
"The intersection of politics and real
estate with mass transit is at the heart
of Last Subway. Philip Plotch details the
complexity of realizing a subway dream
that was deferred by close to a century,
and he highlights how politics derailed,
again and again, the building of the
Second Avenue subway. A must-read for
all straphangers!"—Jose Martinez, Senior
Reporter, THE CITY

Catching up with Philip Mark Plotch
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

“My suspicions
were confirmed when I
listened to the
Oval Office
tapes stored
at Nixon's
Presidential
Library.”

After completing my book, Politics Across
the Hudson: The Tappan Zee Megaproject,
about why it takes more than three decades to finalize a transportation plan in
the Hudson Valley, I decided to find out
why it takes a century to build one-quarter of a subway line.
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?

Wright unveiled plans for a mile-high
Chicago skyscraper with parking for
15,000 cars. The Soviet Union began
erecting steel for Moscow’s version of
the Statue of Liberty standing on top of
the Empire State Building resting above
Madison Square Garden. One of the cynical lessons learned from the past century is that New York’s politicians benefit
when they tell people that they are studying, planning, designing, and preparing
for the Second Avenue subway. They do
not have to actually start building it to
reap rewards.

While I was going through Governor
Nelson Rockefeller’s papers in Westchester, I came across his version of a
meeting that he had with Richard Nixon
in 1972. I was skeptical that he was accurately portraying Richard Nixon’s enthusiasm for funding the Second Avenue
Subway. My suspicions were confirmed
when I listened to the Oval Office tapes
stored at Nixon’s presidential library.
What do you think readers will get out
of, or enjoy the most, about your book?
Every city has its own fanciful project.
A London architect proposed building a
94-story pyramid to accommodate more
than 5 million dead bodies. Frank Lloyd
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Vacations and Suffering in Chicago
Robert G. Spinney

“Chicago a tourist hotspot? The city of brutal winters
now a city for vacationers? No way!” Or so I thought
when I returned to update my book, City of Big Shoulders: A History of Chicago (published under Cornell
University Press’s NIU Press imprint.).
I originally wrote the book in the mid-1990s while
teaching at a small Chicago-area college. After committing to teaching a course on the History of Chicago,
I sought a suitable textbook for my students to read. I
couldn’t find one. Many superb books addressed one
aspect of the city’s history—some on the first Mayor
Richard Daley, others on immigrants’ experiences, others on Hull House—but I needed a one-volume book
that covered the entirety of the city’s history.
So I wrote the book as I taught the course. While a
serious history book that synthesized the good scholarship that was available to me, it also aimed at holding
the attention of my nineteen-year-old students. They
chuckled at the reference to Dennis Rodman, who
played for the Chicago Bulls basketball team at the
time, and his unintentional contribution to gentrification. They choked when the book described how late
nineteenth-century residents dumped garbage into the
Chicago River, which led engineers to reverse the river’s
flow.
It was my turn to be surprised when I wrote a new
chapter examining the 1995-2015 years. Al Voney, a
South Side shoeshine man, had lamented in 1989 that
“Chicago has become like Detroit—a dead man’s town.”
Rust Belt woes seemingly enveloped the city. But the
second Mayor Richard Daley planned to rescue the
city by remaking the downtown into a trendy twenty-first-century destination for sightseers, international
conferences, and relocating corporate offices.
Twenty-five-acre Millennium Park sprouted in the
Loop, anchored by the dazzling Jay Pritzker Music Pavilion. A century-old elevated railway was converted into
the Bloomingdale Trail (The 606), a nearly three-milelong paved and landscaped promenade. Lavish makeovers made the city’s ethnic neighborhoods destinations
for food tourists. The city once famous for smelly animal stockyards and smoke-belching factories became
the second-most visited city in America behind only
New York City, according to several tourism industry
analyses. Chicago also became one of the top ten US
destinations for international tourists. Tourism brought
BEHIND THE BOOK

high-end restaurants to the city, so much so that Bon
Appétit magazine named it the nation’s best restaurant
city in 2017. I was surprised to find this Chicago, a city
that two political scientists dubbed a City of Spectacle.
I was not surprised to find it coexisting with the city
Spike Lee called Chi-Raq in his provocative 2015 movie. Pronounced with a long “i” sound so that it rhymes
with Iraq, Chi-Raq is a nickname that suggests an equivalence between the violence on Chicago’s South Side
and war-ravaged Iraq. Even as I wrote about postmodern art in Loop parks and foie gras in Loop restaurants, I
knew that a million Chicagoans would read my book and
think, “That’s not the city where I live.” Their Chicago experience was one of poverty, homicides, and evictions,
and the city’s makeover at the turn of the twenty-first
century did little to change that.
History does not actually repeat itself, although it
does seem to rhyme a lot. Maybe Chicago’s poet laureate, Carl Sandburg, would agree if he saw the City
of Spectacle and Chi-Raq cohabiting. His 1914 poem
“Chicago” conceded that the pre-World War I city
had its share of human suffering. “They tell me you are
wicked and I believe them,” he wrote. But unlike what
he called the world’s “little soft cities,” Chicago was the
muscular city that constantly built, razed, and rebuilt. It
was “laughing even as an ignorant fighter laughs who
has never lost a battle,” mused Sandburg. It seems that
Chicago is still fighting.

Bestseller

City of Big Shoulders
A History of Chicago, Second Edition
Robert G. Spinney

City of Big Shoulders links key events in Chicago's development,
from its marshy origins in the 1600s to today's robust metropolis. Robert G. Spinney presents Chicago in terms of the people
whose lives made the city—from the tycoons and the politicians
to the hundreds of thousands of immigrants from all over the
world.
In this revised and updated second edition that brings Chicago's story into the twenty-first century, Spinney sweeps his
historian's gaze across the colorful and dramatic panorama of
the city's explosive past. How did the pungent swamplands that
the Native Americans called "the wild-garlic place" burgeon into
one of the world's largest and most sophisticated cities? What
is the real story behind the Great Chicago Fire? What aspects
of American industry exploded with the bomb in Haymarket
Square? Could the gritty blue-collar hometown of Al Capone
become a visionary global city?
A city of immigrants and entrepreneurs, Chicago is quintessentially American. Spinney brings it to life and highlights the
key people, moments, and special places—from Fort Dearborn
to Cabrini-Green, Marquette to Mayor Daley, the Union Stock
Yards to the Chicago Bulls—that make this incredible city one
of the best places in the world.

"Condensed yet energetic and substantial
history of Chicago. Spinney has a firm
sense of historical narrative as well as a
keen eye for entertaining and illuminating
detail."—Publishers Weekly
"A much-needed, brief yet comprehensive
analytical history of Chicago."—Journal of
Illinois History

Robert G. Spinney is Professor of History at Patrick Henry
College in Purcellville, Virginia. He is author of World War II
in Nashville.
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A View from Two Benches
Bob Thomas in Football and the Law
Doug Feldmann
foreword by mike Ditk a

Whether in football or in the law, Illinois Supreme Court Justice
Robert Thomas has always had the "best view from the bench."
Bob Thomas got his start in football at the University of
Notre Dame, kicking for the famed "Fighting Irish" in the
early 1970s. Claimed off waivers by the Chicago Bears in 1975,
Thomas helped to take the franchise from their darkest days to
their brightest. Yet, on the cusp of the team's greatest moment,
he was struck with a shocking blow that challenged his fortitude.
In this dramatic retelling of Bob Thomas's fascinating life,
renowned sports writer Doug Feldmann shows how neither football nor the law was part of Thomas's dreams while growing
up the son of Italian immigrants in Rochester, New York, in
the 1960s. Chasing excellence on both the gridiron and in the
courtroom, however, would require resilience in ways he could
not have imagined.
As A View from Two Benches shows us, Bob Thomas reached
the top of two separate and distinct professions, guided by a bedrock of faith that has impacted his decisions and actions as both
a football player and a judge, helping him navigate the peaks
and valleys of life. As Doug Feldmann reveals, Bob Thomas has
always stayed true to the values he learned in his earliest days.
Doug Feldmann's rich biography of an accomplished kicker
and a proud justice of the law shows us that determination and
resilience go a long way to a successful and impactful life.
Doug Feldmann is a professor in the College of Education at
Northern Kentucky University and a former baseball scout for
the Cincinnati Reds, Seattle Mariners, and San Diego Padres.
He is the author of eleven other books on a variety of sports
topics. More information is available at dougfeldmannbooks.
com. Follow him on Twitter @D_FeldmannBooks.
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"From famed NFL kicker to respected
judge on the Illinois Supreme Court, Bob
Thomas' story is one of triumph and tragedy, heartbreak and heroics. His inspiring
journey shows us all how to persevere
through challenging circumstances by
putting our faith first and living a life
focused on kindness and integrity."—Rolf
Benirschke, NFL Man of the Year and
former kicker, San Diego Chargers
"Coming to the Bears together as rookies,
Bob and I quickly formed a strong friendship. From that moment on, it was easy for
me to see his high quality and resilience.
This book tells the story of that well-rounded and faith-driven person."—Doug Plank,
Chicago Bears safety, 1975-1982
"Bob Thomas is one of the best story-tellers I ever had the pleasure of covering, so
his book is a must for any Bears' fan."—
Don Pierson, former Bears' beat writer for
Chicago Tribune

The Vanishing Tradition
Perspectives on American Conservatism
edited by Paul Got tfried

This anthology provides a timely critical overview of the American conservative movement. The contributors take on subjects
that other commentators have either not noticed or have been
fearful to discuss. In particular, this collection of searing essays
hits hard at blatant cult of celebrity and intolerance of dissent
that has come to characterize the conservative movement in
this country.
As The Vanishing Tradition shows, the conservative movement has not often retrieved its wounded, instead dispatching
them in order to please its friendly opposition and to prove
its "moderateness." The movement has also been open to the
influence of demanding sponsors who have pushed it in sometimes bizarre directions. Finally, the essayists here, highlight
the movement's appeal to "permanent values" as a truly risible
gesture, given how arduously its celebrities have worked to catch
up with the Left on social issues. This no-holds-barred critical
examination of American conservatism opens debates and seeks
controversy.
Paul Got tfried is Raffensperger Professor of Humanities
Emeritus at Elizabethtown College. He is the author of thirteen
books, most recently Fascism.
Contributors: Boyd Cathey; Joseph F. Cotto; Nicholas Drummond; Grant Havers, Trinity
Western University; George Hawley, University of Alabama; Marjorie Jeffrey, Clemson
University; John Kerwick; Richard T. Marcy; Keith Preston; Jesse Russell, Georgia
Southwestern University

"The Vanishing Tradition is a must-read
for anyone wishing to understand
how conservatives got neoconed into
supporting a futile crusade for global
democracy abroad and a 'conservative'
welfare state at home."—Ron Paul, former
Texas Congressman and Presidential
candidate
"Paul Gottfried and his team of top-ranking scholars have produced a magnificent
anthology that tells us how the statist and
warmongering neocons supplanted the
Old Right. If you are 'against the left,'
you must read this book."—Llewellyn H.
Rockwell, Jr., Founder and Chairman,
Mises Institute
"This work provides a unique—and sorely
lacking—voice on the shortcomings of
mainstream conservatism. To my
knowledge, no book rivals this volume in
collecting authors with such a commanding authority on the history and trajectory of American conservatism."—Jesse
Merriam, Loyola University Maryland
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Catching up with Barbara Tepa Lupack
What inspired you to write this book?

“The sensational storylines they
employed and
the innovative
techniques
they developed a century
ago are still
being imitated
today.”
42

Ted and Leo Wharton were not only
pioneers in the early cinema industry
but also fascinating characters in themselves. So I found their story hard to
resist! The most popular and prolific
silent serial filmmakers of the 1910s,
the Wharton Brothers tapped into the
popular culture and, in their serials and
feature films, underscored the issues
and concerns of their day, from spiritualism and white slavery to suffrage
and representation of the New Woman.
Notably, the sensational storylines they
employed and the innovative techniques
they developed a century ago are still
being imitated by television producers
and filmmakers today.
What's your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?
In the pictures they filmed in Ithaca, NY,
pioneering and prolific serial motion
picture producers Ted and Leo Wharton
showcased some of the finest actors
and actresses of the 1910s—Francis
X. Bushman, Irene Castle, and Oliver
Hardy, among them. One day, perennial
audience favorite and serial queen Pearl
White was caught speeding through the
neighboring town of Trumansburg in
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her yellow Stutz Bearcat. After being
fined $5 by the local magistrate, she
handed him a $10 bill. “Keep the difference,” she announced: “I plan to get
out of town a hell of a lot quicker than I
came in!”
How do you think readers will enjoy
most about your book?
The Whartons’ story has it all: glamour
and celebrity (the many prominent
actors and actresses of the day, from
Pearl White and Irene Castle to Warner
Oland and Oliver Hardy, who worked at
the brothers’ Ithaca studio); intrigue (the
machinations and ongoing demands of
the Whartons’ financial backer, businessman and newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst); and triumph and
defeat (the Whartons’ rapid rise to prominence in the emerging cinema industry
and their eventual bankruptcy). In addition, their story provides an excellent
glimpse at a singularly exciting period
of American popular history and offers
valuable insights into popular culture.

Silent Serial Sensations
The Wharton Brothers and the Magic of Early
Cinema
Barbar a Tepa Lupack

The first book-length study of pioneering and prolific filmmakers Ted and Leo Wharton, Silent Serial Sensations offers
a fascinating account of the dynamic early film industry. As
Barbara Tepa Lupack demonstrates, the Wharton brothers were
behind some of the most profitable and influential productions
of the era, including The Exploits of Elaine and The Mysteries of
Myra, which starred such popular performers as Pearl White,
Irene Castle, Francis X. Bushman, and Lionel Barrymore.
Working from the independent film studio they established in
Ithaca, New York, Ted and Leo turned their adopted town into
"Hollywood on Cayuga." By interweaving contemporary events
and incorporating technological and scientific innovations, the
Whartons expanded the possibilities of the popular serial motion
picture and defined many of its conventions. A number of the
sensational techniques and character types they introduced are
still being employed by directors and producers a century later.
New York State Public Scholar (2015–2018) and Senior Fellow at
the Rockwell Center for American Visual Studies (2014 & 2018),
Barbar a Tepa Lupack is former Professor of English at St.
John's University and Wayne State College and academic dean at
SUNY. She has written extensively on American film, literature,
and culture. Her most recent books on silent film include Early
Race Filmmaking in America and the award-winning Richard E.
Norman and Race Filmmaking.
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"Lupack writes lucidly and with engagement as she champions her subject. Silent
Serial Sensations casts new light on the
formative years of American filmmaking."—David Luhrssen, Shepherd Express
"Barbara Tepa Lupack's entertaining book
puts the Wharton brothers squarely on the
map as trailblazers in an emerging art form
and industry. Silent Serial Sensations celebrates the indelible impact Ithaca's Wharton Studio had on early American
filmmaking."—Diana Riesman, Executive
Director and Co-Founder, Wharton
Studio Museum
"Barbara Tepa Lupack's history of the
Wharton Brothers recuperates a lost chapter in American film history, one based
not in Hollywood or New York City, but
in Ithaca, New York. Lupack's narrative
brings to life independent American
filmmaking in the Teens, while reading the
Wharton serials in terms of gender and
race."—Jan-Christopher Horak, Director,
UCLA Film & Television Archive
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Kissinger and Latin America
Intervention, Human Rights, and Diplomacy
Stephen G. R abe

In Kissinger and Latin America, Stephen G. Rabe analyzes US
policies toward Latin America during a critical period of the
Cold War. Except for the issue of Chile under Salvador Allende,
historians have largely ignored inter-American relations during
the presidencies of Richard M. Nixon and Gerald R. Ford. Rabe
also offers a way of adding to and challenging the prevailing
historiography on one of the most preeminent policymakers in
the history of US foreign relations. Scholarly studies on Henry
Kissinger and his policies between 1969 and 1977 have tended
to survey Kissinger's approach to the world, with an emphasis
on initiatives toward the Soviet Union and the People's Republic
of China and the struggle to extricate the United States from
the Vietnam conflict. Kissinger and Latin America offers something new—analyzing US policies toward a distinct region of
the world during Kissinger's career as national security adviser
and secretary of state.
Rabe further challenges the notion that Henry Kissinger
dismissed relations with the southern neighbors. The energetic
Kissinger devoted more time and effort to Latin America than
any of his predecessors—or successors—who served as the national security adviser or secretary of state during the Cold War
era. He waged war against Salvador Allende and successfully
destabilized a government in Bolivia. He resolved nettlesome
issues with Mexico, Peru, Ecuador, and Venezuela. He launched
critical initiatives with Panama and Cuba. Kissinger also bolstered and coddled murderous military dictators who trampled
on basic human rights. South American military dictators
whom Kissinger favored committed international terrorism in
Europe and the Western Hemisphere.
Stephen G. R abe is Ashbel Smith Professor of History emeritus at the University of Texas at Dallas. He has written or edited
twelve books, including The Killing Zone, John F. Kennedy, and
US Intervention in British Guiana.
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"By incorporating new archival
materials, Kissinger and Latin
America deepens our understanding
of US-Latin American relations during
the Nixon and Ford Administrations."—
William Michael Schmidli, Leiden
University, author of The Fate of Freedom
Elsewhere
"In Kissinger and Latin America, Stephen
G. Rabe proves tough but fair. He pulls
no punches against Kissinger's vicious
support for dictators. Yet Rabe also
appreciates the former Secretary of State's
open-mindedness on issues ranging from
economics to the Panama Canal."—Alan
McPherson, Temple University, author of
Ghosts of Sheridan Circle
"This wide-ranging book from Stephen
G. Rabe reveals Kissinger's centrality
to US-Latin American relations during
a critical moment in the Western
Hemisphere. Rabe convincingly argues
that Kissinger was invested in developing
and implementing US diplomacy in
the region, and he casts new light on
the lasting consequences of Kissinger's
interventions."—Vanessa Walker, Amherst
College

Catching up with Stephen G. Rabe
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

“Kissinger
used his intelligence,
self-deprecating humor, and
liveliness to
make himself
and his foreign policies
the center of
attention.”

In February 1976 while in Lima, Peru,
Henry Kissinger toasted US-Peruvian
friendship with President and General
Francisco Morales Bermúdez by drinking a glass of pure pisco, a powerful
alcoholic drink. Always wanting the last
word and ever the comedian, Kissinger
remarked to the general, “After this
I will agree to everything you ask.” I
cite this anecdote to demonstrate that
Kissinger used his personality to dominate conversations with Latin American
officials. Kissinger used his intelligence,
self-deprecating humor, and liveliness
to make himself and his foreign policies
the center of attention. It was an effective
tactic.
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
I have been an academic historian for
more than four decades. This study of
Henry Kissinger and Latin America
represents my twelfth scholarly book.
As such, I was knowledgeable about
primary and secondary sources and the
writing process. What surprised me in
the research and writing process was

the subject himself. Henry Kissinger
was thought to be disinterested in Latin
America. I was surprised to find that
Kissinger dominated the making of foreign policy toward Latin America and
devoted an enormous amount of energy,
thought, and time to Latin American
issues.
How do you wish you could change the
field?
The teaching and study of history are
in crisis. At colleges and universities
throughout the United States, we have
witnessed a precipitous decline in history majors. There is extreme factionalism between scholars who emphasize
political, economic, and international
history and those who focus on issues
of race, gender, and class, and on cultural
developments. My desire is for scholars
to cease their bickering, remain united,
and accept all approaches to history as
valid. Factionalism is contributing to the
decline in the study of history in higher
education. The educated public buys
books on history. History still matters.
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The Comstocks of Cornell—The
Definitive Autobiography
Anna Botsford Comstock
edited by K aren Penders St. Cl air

The Comstocks of Cornell is the autobiography written by the naturalist educator Anna Botsford Comstock about her life and that
of her husband, the entomologist John Henry Comstock—both
prominent figures in the scientific community and in Cornell
University history.
A first edition was published in 1953, but it omitted key Cornellians, historical anecdotes, and personal insights. In this
twenty-first-century edition, Karen Penders St. Clair restores
the author's voice by reconstructing the entire manuscript as
Anna Comstock wrote it—and thereby preserves Comstock's
memories of the personal and professional lives of the couple
as she originally intended. The book includes an epilogue documenting the Comstocks' last years and fills in gaps from the
1953 edition. Described as serious legacy work, this book is an
essential part of the history of both Cornell University and its
press.
K aren Penders St. Cl air is an independent researcher and
holds a position in the School of Integrated Plant Science and
Horticulture at Cornell University.
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"Currently an independent scholar based
in Rochester, New York, St. Clair hopes
the upcoming volume will give readers a
better sense of what Anna was truly like,
beyond the familiar tropes of her status as
Cornell's first female professor, a leading
scientific illustrator, and an early advocate
of nature education."—Cornell Alumni
Magazine
"Anna Botsford Comstock's voice has been
returned to her in this carefully edited and
amended edition of her memoir of her
husband John Comstock, her observations of life around her, and of Cornell
University during its early days. Anna
Comstock was Cornell student, scientific
illustrator, wife, mother of Nature Studies,
Cornell faculty woman, and one of the
three most admired female citizens of the
world she inhabited. Her words return
us to a different world and are worth
attending."—Carol Kammen, Tompkins
County Historian
"Karen Penders St. Clair's masterful recovery of Anna Botsford Comstock's personal
voice corrects a historical injustice. It also
bestows a gift to us all as we hear and
learn from a woman of great warmth and
wisdom in her full humanity."—Scott J.
Peters, Cornell University

The Greek Orthodox Church in
America
A Modern History
Alex ander Kitroeff

In this sweeping history, Alexander Kitroeff shows how the
Greek Orthodox Church in America has functioned as much
more than a religious institution, becoming the focal point in
the lives of the country's million-plus Greek immigrants and
their descendants.
Assuming the responsibility of running Greek-language
schools and encouraging local parishes to engage in cultural
and social activities, the church became the most important
Greek American institution and shaped the identity of Greeks
in the United States. Kitroeff digs into these traditional activities,
highlighting the American church's dependency on the "mother
church," the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Constantinople,
and the use of Greek language in the Sunday liturgy. Today, as
this rich biography of the church shows us, Greek Orthodoxy
remains in between the Old World and the New, both Greek
and American.
Alex ander Kitroeff is Professor of History at Haverford
College. He is author of numerous books, including, most recently, The Greeks and the Making of Modern Egypt. Follow him
on Twitter @Kitro1908.
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"Kitroeff has provided the best outline of
the entire history of the Greek Orthodox
Church in the United States."—Theofanis
G. Stavrou, Professor of History,
University of Minnesota
"Kitroeff relies on ethnohistoric particulars
to skillfully interweave them with wider
contexts and craft a larger story of national
and international significance. Although
the focus is on a particular ethnoreligious
group, the net is cast wide to connect this
group with American politics, intra-religious developments (Eastern Orthodoxy,
the World Council of Churches), and
transnational institutions."—Yiorgos
Anagnostou, Director of the Modern
Greek Program, Ohio State University
"The many institutions, churches, and ethnic associations detailed in this exhaustive
review by the eminent historian Alexander
Kitroeff is supported by a complete
bibliography of archival documents,
publications, and interviews. This book
is an indispensable contribution to the
interrelationship between Greek ethnoreligious identity and immigration."—Rev. Dr.
Robert Stephanopoulos, Dean Emeritus of
the Greek Orthodox Cathedral, NYC
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Catching up with Timothy W. Kneeland
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

“I wish that
historians
could be more
attentive to
the role of
local history.”

Joe Sartori was the new City Manager of
Elmira, New York who, in the absence
of data from the weather service, and
against the advice of his subordinates,
ordered the evacuation of several areas
close by the river on Thursday, June 22,
1972. His bold action, which could have
cost him his job, saved countless lives
as the Chemung River flooded Elmira
early the next morning. Sartori stands
in sharp contrast to many other leaders
along the Susquehanna River basin who
were concerned about crying wolf and
suffering the wrath of the electorate.
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
Disasters are not random Acts of God
but ultimately the result of human
action and public policies that put people
in harm’s way. Local authorities have a
greater responsibility than the President
of the United States in taking action to
save lives and property, but they are frequently the least prepared. If readers take
any message away from the book is that
they need to agents of change in their
local communities long before disaster
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looms.
How do you wish you could change the
field?
I wish that historians could be more
attentive to the role of local history. Although there is a subfield of microhistory that attends local histories, too often
historians ignore how local circumstances shape how people encounter national
agendas, ideas, or movements. Much of
what I write about in this book is how
people living in small cities responded to
national trends like the decline in trust
in government, the rise of mass media
and attack dog journalism, and the War
in Vietnam.

Playing Politics with Natural
Disaster
Hurricane Agnes, the 1972 Election, and the
Origins of FEMA
Timothy W. Kneel and

Hurricane Agnes struck the United States in June of 1972, just
months before a pivotal election and at the dawn of the deindustrialization period across the Northeast. The response by local,
state, and national officials had long-term consequences for all
Americans. President Richard Nixon used the tragedy for political gain by delivering a generous relief package to the key states
of New York and Pennsylvania in a bid to win over voters. After
his landslide reelection in 1972, Nixon cut benefits for disaster
victims and then passed legislation to push responsibility for
disaster preparation and mitigation onto states and localities.
The impact led to the rise of emergency management and inspired the development of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA).
With a particular focus on events in New York and Pennsylvania, Timothy W. Kneeland narrates how local, state, and
federal authorities responded to the immediate crisis of Hurricane Agnes and managed the long-term recovery. The impact
of Agnes was horrific, as the storm left 122 people dead, forced
tens of thousands into homelessness, and caused billions of
dollars in damage from Florida to New York. In its aftermath,
local officials and leaders directed disaster relief funds to rebuild
their shattered cities and reshaped future disaster policies.
Playing Politics with Natural Disaster explains how the political decisions by local, state, and federal officials shaped state and
national disaster policy and continues to influence emergency
preparedness and response to this day.
Timothy W. Kneel and is Professor and Chair of History and
Political Science at Nazareth College in Rochester, New York,
and the author of several other books, including Pushbutton
Psychiatry, Today's Social Issues, and Buffalo Blizzard of 1977.
Follow him on Twitter @CPH_Naz.

"Playing Politics with Natural Disaster shows
why Hurricane Agnes was a turning point
from an era of ad hoc disaster response
to an increasingly professionalized and
bureaucratized endeavor."—Patrick
Roberts, Virginia Tech, and author of
Disasters and the American State
"This outstanding book shows that debates
over the nature of disaster relief and the
role of the federal government are not
new. Timothy W. Kneeland's painstaking
retelling of the effects of Hurricane
Agnes is a significant contribution to
understanding how disasters can yield
policy changes."—Thomas Birkland, North
Carolina State University, author of After
Disaster and Lessons of Disaster
"Timothy W. Kneeland's Playing Politics
with Natural Disaster is much more than a
well-researched, definitive account about
one of America's most devastating natural
disasters. It's a cautionary tale of
the potentially brutal personal
toll political gamesmanship can levy on
our communities."—Brian Frey, writer and
producer of the PBS documentary, Agnes
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Catholic Pasts and Imperial Futures
Katherine D. Moran

I

n 1896, a tourist named Edward Jones was arrested in
Washington, D.C., detained for threatening to attack
a public statue with a broadax.
Jones’s act sounds oddly contemporary. In 2019, we
witnessed attacks on Confederate statues, a statue of
the iconic WWII-era soldier kissing a nurse, a statue of
Christopher Columbus, and a statue of baseball great
Jackie Robinson, to name only a few. Even this short
list suggests how various the motivations behind such
actions are. But, taken together, they raise important
questions: Who deserves commemoration? What are
monuments meant to teach us, not so much about who
their subjects were, but about who we are… or at least
who we ought to be? We fight over these questions today, just as Jones did almost 125 years ago.
But if Jones’s act is a familiar one, the concern that
motivated him has been largely forgotten: he was trying
to keep a monument to a Roman Catholic missionary
out of the nation’s capitol. After Wisconsin had commissioned a statue of the French Jesuit Jacques Marquette—known for exploring the upper Mississippi in
1673—anti-Catholic newspapers and organizations
raised a national hue and cry. Plans for an elaborate unveiling of the Marquette statue were scrapped. It was installed silently overnight, and an around-the-clock guard
was employed to protect it from people like Jones.
Ultimately, however, Jones and his allies failed. In
St. Louis, where I live, you can drive down Marquette
Avenue, live in the Marquette Apartments, attend Marquette High School, or play tennis at Marquette Park.
Well beyond St. Louis, Marquette’s name or figure
came to grace monuments, buildings, streets, towns, a
university, and even a US postage stamp. And—much
to the horror of people like Jones—Marquette wasn’t
the only Catholic missionary to be so honored. In the
years between the Civil War and the Second World
War, Americans dedicated public monuments of all
kinds to historical Catholic missionaries, from Marquette in the Midwest to the Franciscan Junípero Serra
in California, to the Augustinian Andrés de Urdaneta
in US-controlled Manila. And, vitally, it was not only or
even primarily American Catholics who raised these
monuments. In an era characterized by recurrent eruptions of anti-Catholicism, many American Protestants
championed Catholic missionaries as founding heroes.
Why did they do this? And for what, exactly, were
BEHIND THE BOOK

they honoring men like Marquette? My book seeks to
answer these questions. I argue that widespread and
cross-confessional celebrations of historical Catholic
missionaries in the Midwest, Southern California, and
the US colonial Philippines can tell us two important
things about religion and American public discourse.
The first is that debates over commemorative culture
in the Gilded Age and Progressive Era were a key way
that Americans fought over the question of Catholic
inclusion. Even while Jones was threatening to mutilate
a statue of Marquette, other Protestants were deriding
anti-Catholicism as un-American bigotry, arguing that
no thoughtful person—Protestant or Catholic—should
be immune from feeling the “admiration and esteem”
that historical Catholic missionaries inspired.
Second, in celebrating men like Marquette, Serra,
and Urdaneta as heroes and founding figures, American
Protestants and Catholics came together to celebrate
a particular vision of the US as a “civilizing” empire.
They compared Catholic missionaries favorably to the
Puritans and American Revolutionaries. They cast the
missionaries as gentle and effective agents of conquest,
uplift, and economic growth: forerunners of present-day
empire builders. Against narratives of US history that
stressed British origins and anti-colonial rebellion, celebrations of Catholic missionaries as founding fathers
described the modern United States as product and
inheritor of a centuries-long, global, cross-confessional,
European Christianizing and civilizing project.
Statues are never just statues. In The Imperial Church,
they tell us about the complex history of American
anti-Catholicism and religious pluralism, and about
the role of religion in the rhetoric of American empire.
Edward Jones’s broadax proved to be a weak weapon
against a much larger movement: in the Gilded Age and
Progressive Era, as the United States consolidated its
continental dominion, acquired overseas colonies, and
laid the foundation for a global empire of production
and commerce, Protestant and Catholic Americans began to celebrate Catholic imperial pasts as origins and
models for the American imperial present and future.

The Imperial Church
Catholic Founding Fathers and United States
Empire
K atherine D. Mor an

Through a fascinating discussion of religion's role in the rhetoric
of American civilizing empire, The Imperial Church undertakes
an exploration of how Catholic mission histories served as a
useful reference for Americans narrating US settler colonialism
on the North American continent and seeking to extend military, political, and cultural power around the world. Katherine
D. Moran traces historical celebrations of Catholic missionary
histories in the upper Midwest, Southern California, and the
US colonial Philippines to demonstrate the improbable centrality of the Catholic missions to ostensibly Protestant imperial
endeavors.
Moran shows that, as the United States built its continental
and global dominion and an empire of production and commerce in the Gilded Age and Progressive Era, Protestant and
Catholic Americans began to celebrate Catholic imperial pasts.
She demonstrates that American Protestants joined their Catholic compatriots in speaking with admiration about historical
Catholic missionaries: the Jesuit Jacques Marquette in the Midwest, the Franciscan Junípero Serra in Southern California,
and the Spanish friars in the Philippines. Comparing them
favorably to the Puritans, Pilgrims, and the American Revolutionary generation, commemorators drew these missionaries
into a cross-confessional pantheon of US national and imperial
founding fathers. In the process, they cast Catholic missionaries
as gentle and effective agents of conquest, uplift, and economic growth, arguing that they could serve as both origins and
models for an American civilizing empire.
The Imperial Church connects Catholic history and the history of US empire by demonstrating that the religious dimensions
of American imperial rhetoric have been as cross-confessional
as the imperial nation itself.

"The Imperial Church is terrific: smart
analysis and superb research combine to
make an important new argument with
significance for both US and modern
Catholic history."—John T. McGreevy,
University of Notre Dame, author
of American Jesuits and the World
"Katherine D. Moran's ability to stitch
together local memorialization projects,
national historiography, and the construction of imperialist ideology is excellent,
as is her argument for the presence and
prevalence of the philo-Catholic discourse
among Protestants in specific regional
contexts. The Imperial Church is a creative
and important book."—Melani McAlister,
George Washington University, author
of The Kingdom of God Has No Borders

K atherine D. Mor an is Assistant Professor of American
Studies at Saint Louis University in St. Louis, Missouri.
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Catching up with Robert F. Zeidel

“I wish that I
could do more
to promote
academic writing for general
audiences.”

52

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

When presenting a paper, based on one
of the book’s chapters, at a conference
in San Francisco, I ran past the Federal
Building where immigration processing
took place. The line of prospective immigrants seeking papers stretched around
the building. It made me aware of the
timeliness of my study, of the connection
between America’s contentious history
of welcoming immigrants and the similar issues involving those of today.

I wish that I could do more to promote
academic writing for general audiences.
I hope that I have written a book that
fellow academics will find pertinent to
their teaching and scholarship. I also
hope that I have written a work that will
appeal to all readers who are interested in
immigration history and its lessons for
our day. Yet, I worry that scholarly books
find too small of an audience, and I wish
that I could change this.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
The nature of America’s emergent industrial businesses. As I looked at the nature
of their interest in and behavior towards
immigrant workers, I encountered more
complexity, based on time and place,
than I anticipated. While central themes
remained constant, variables and distinctions added to the challenge of studying
their practices.
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Robber Barons and Wretched
Refuse
Ethnic and Class Dynamics during the Era of
American Industrialization
Robert F. Zeidel

Robber Barons and Wretched Refuse explores the connection
between the so-called robber barons who led American big
businesses during the Gilded Age and Progressive Era and the
immigrants who composed many of their workforces. As Robert
F. Zeidel argues, attribution of industrial-era class conflict to an
"alien" presence supplements nativism—a sociocultural negativity toward foreign-born residents—as a reason for Americans'
dislike and distrust of immigrants. And in the era of American
industrialization, employers both relied on immigrants to meet
their growing labor needs and blamed them for the frequently
violent workplace contentions of the time.
Through a sweeping narrative, Zeidel uncovers the connection of immigrants to radical "isms" that gave rise to widespread
notions of alien subversives whose presence threatened America's domestic tranquility and the well-being of its residents. Employers, rather than looking at their own practices for causes of
workplace conflict, wontedly attributed strikes and other unrest
to aliens who either spread pernicious "foreign" doctrines or fell
victim to their siren messages. These characterizations transcended nationality or ethnic group, applying at different times
to all foreign-born workers.
Zeidel concludes that, ironically, stigmatizing immigrants as
subversives contributed to the passage of the Quota Acts, which
effectively stemmed the flow of wanted foreign workers. Postwar employers argued for preserving America's traditional open
door, but the negativity that they had assigned to foreign workers
contributed to its closing.

"Robber Barons and Wretched Refuse reveals important points about ethno-racial
class relations as central to the dynamics
of both workplaces and of attitudes and
policies towards immigrants in the industrialized US. There is no comparable existing
work."—David Roediger, University
of Kansas, author of Class, Race, and
Marxism
"Robert F. Zeidel offers a sweeping history
of immigrants and industrialization in an
age of immense change. This book shows
us that immigrant workers have had hopes,
dreams, and points of view that shaped
our economy and culture."—Katherine
Benton-Cohen, Georgetown University,
author of Inventing the Immigration
Problem

Robert F. Zeidel is Professor of History and Associate Dean
at the University of Wisconsin-Stout. He is the author of Immigrants, Progressives, and Exclusion Politics.
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The Rhetoric of Religious Freedom
in Conservative Christian Activism

T

Lauren Frances Turek

he world is understandably focused on the
COVID-19 crisis right now, as deaths mount and
leaders struggle to respond with effective political, economic, and public health policies. In the United
States, the slow and disorganized federal response has
stymied efforts to implement widespread testing. Ongoing ideological polarization has shaped public perceptions of various government interventions to try to
slow the spread of the disease and mitigate the financial
costs of attempting to “flatten the curve.” Conservatives
have rallied to support President Trump despite his failure to bolster needed stockpiles of medical supplies and
to ensure that the country established an adequate and
effective regime of testing and contact tracing.
Conservatives have also expressed considerable
dismay at stay-at-home orders, focusing particular ire
on orders that prevented churches from worshipping
in-person. Right-wing organizations have bankrolled
protests at state capitols and some conservative Christian churches have either remained open despite stayat-home orders, or have received exemptions after
lobbying their state lawmakers. Many of those angered
by potential limits on in-person church services have
argued that such restrictions violate their constitutional
right to religious liberty, the “first freedom.”
The rhetoric of religious liberty is a powerful one, and
conservative Christians in the United States have long
used it in their political advocacy—whether in calling for
churches to remain open during the pandemic, seeking
to outlaw abortion, or attempting to restrict access to
contraceptives.
Indeed, the story of the US religious right emerging
as a significant political force by the late 1970s and using
that influence to advocate for conservative domestic
policies is a familiar one and one that in some ways is
particular to the American context.
But there is also an international dimension to the political rhetoric of US religious liberty—and to conservative evangelical Christian lobbying—that stretches back
to the 1970s.
That is where my book comes into the picture. To
Bring the Good News to All Nations tells the story of how
and why politically-conservative evangelical groups in
the United States became an influential lobbying force
on issues related to US foreign relations, especially human rights and religious freedom.
BEHIND THE BOOK

Evangelicals viewed the social upheaval of the late
1960s with grave concern, and believed that only Christian salvation could rescue humanity. Yet billions of people throughout the world had never been evangelized,
and thus had not had the opportunity to experience
salvation through faith in Jesus Christ. With their belief
in the Bible as the inspired word of God, evangelicals
took seriously the scriptural mandate to “go into all
the world and proclaim the good news to the whole
creation” in order to “make disciples of all nations.” In
the 1970s, evangelicals from the United States flocked
to Latin America, Africa, Asia, and Eastern Europe to
evangelize.
While abroad, they forged close relationships with
the people they encountered. They also witnessed religious persecution, state violence, and acts of genocide
against inhabitants in their mission fields. When they
returned to the United States, they shared details about
their evangelistic experiences with their churches, prayer
groups, and friends. Their experiences and interactions,
along with their staunch anti-communism, shaped their
opinions about other countries.
As conservative white evangelicals gained political
power during the 1970s, they used their influence to
advocate for policies that they believed would promote
religious liberty abroad. Evangelicals, focused on what
they saw as their duty to spread the Gospel, privileged
religious freedom and the freedom to evangelize as the
most fundamental human rights. Concerns about religious persecution led these groups to advocate for a
“Christian” US foreign policy—one that would promote
religious values and protect American missionaries and
those they evangelized in other nations. Yet these views
also led many evangelicals to perceive authoritarian and
other anti-communist regimes as friendly to their objectives. This perception enabled evangelicals to interpret
repression and state violence in authoritarian countries
as an acceptable or even desirable effort to combat the
spread of communism, and to describe these countries
as bastions of religious liberty.
The rhetoric of religious liberty proved tremendously
powerful as conservative Christians lobbied for foreign
policies that they hoped would make the world safe for
evangelism, and it is not surprising that this rhetoric
remains influential today in shaping US domestic and
foreign policy.

To Bring the Good News to All
Nations
Evangelical Influence on Human Rights and
US Foreign Relations
L auren Fr ances Turek

When American evangelicals flocked to Latin America, Africa,
Asia, and Eastern Europe in the late twentieth century to fulfill
their Biblical mandate for global evangelism, their experiences
abroad led them to engage more deeply in foreign policy activism at home. Lauren Frances Turek tracks these trends and
illuminates the complex and significant ways in which religion
shaped America's role in the late–Cold War world. In To Bring
the Good News to All Nations, she examines the growth and
influence of Christian foreign policy lobbying groups in the
United States beginning in the 1970s, assesses the effectiveness
of Christian efforts to attain foreign aid for favored regimes, and
considers how those same groups promoted the imposition of
economic and diplomatic sanctions on those nations that stifled
evangelism.
Using archival materials from both religious and government sources, To Bring the Good News to All Nations links
the development of evangelical foreign policy lobbying to the
overseas missionary agenda. Turek's case studies—Guatemala,
South Africa, and the Soviet Union—reveal the extent of Christian influence on American foreign policy from the late 1970s
through the 1990s. Evangelical policy work also reshaped the
lives of Christians overseas and contributed to a reorientation of
US human rights policy. Efforts to promote global evangelism
and support foreign brethren led activists to push Congress to
grant aid to favored, yet repressive, regimes in countries such as
Guatemala while imposing economic and diplomatic sanctions
on nations that persecuted Christians, such as the Soviet Union.
This advocacy shifted the definitions and priorities of US human
rights policies with lasting repercussions that can be traced into
the twenty-first century.

"To Bring the Good News to All Nations
is an utterly convincing and wonderfully
researched book. Lauren Frances Turek's
archival work is unparalleled, and her
work shows us the multiple ways that
conservative US evangelicals aimed
to—and sometimes quite successfully
did—influence US foreign policy to fit their
vision of God in the world. An impressive
achievement."—Melani McAlister, The
George Washington University, author of
The Kingdom of God Has No Borders
"Lauren Frances Turek successfully marries
the histories of transnational evangelism,
the rise of human rights activism, and
US Cold War foreign policy to tell a
compelling story about the defense of
religious liberty in disparate places at
complicated junctures."—Sarah B. Snyder,
American University, author of From
Selma to Moscow

L auren Fr ances Turek is Assistant Professor of History at
Trinity University in San Antonio, Texas. Follow her on Twitter
@laurenfturek.
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The Gathering Storm
Eduardo Frei's Revolution in Liberty and
Chile's Cold War
Sebastián Hurtado-Torres

In this novel take on diplomatic history, Sebastián Hurtado-Torres examines the involvement of the United States in Chile
during the Eduardo Frei administration (1964–1970) and shows
how the engagement between the two nations deepened the
process of political polarization in Chile.
At the heart of The Gathering Storm is a description of the
partnership between Frei's government and that of Lyndon B.
Johnson. Both leaders considered modernization to be integral
to political and economic development, and the US Embassy in
Santiago was recognized by all parties to be the center of this
modernizing agenda and the practical work of the Alliance for
Progress (AFP).
Hurtado-Torres portrays the diplomatic and economic relationship between Chile and the United States in a manner that
departs from the most militant and conservative interpretations
of US foreign policy toward Latin America. By focusing on the
active participation of agents of US foreign policy—particularly
those associated with the AFP—and not secret operatives of
the Central Intelligence Agency, Hurtado-Torres offers a fresh
narrative about a critical period in Chilean political history and
a new understanding of the ways and means through which the
foreign policy of the United States was carried out.
Sebastián Hurtado-Torres is Assistant Professor in the
Instituto de Historia at Universidad San Sebastián. Follow him
on Twitter @delaestacion.
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"This is an important contribution to the
history of Chile and US-Chilean relations
in the 1960s. By addressing this period
head on, Hurtado-Torres offers vital new
insight into Chile's international history
and US involvement in that country, contextualising the 1970s and significantly
adding to our understanding of the
bilateral relationship."—Tanya Harmer,
The London School of Economics
"This is a well-researched study of the
influence of the United States upon
Chilean high politics, written with verve
and displaying sound judgments on an
array of topics of importance to US–Latin
American relations."—Max Paul Friedman,
American University

The US Presidential Election of
2016 and the Fate of Democracy

R

Sebastián Hurtado-Torres

ussia’s meddling in the US presidential election
of 2016 and other elections in the past few years
have brought to the fore issues of legitimacy in
the foreign policies of international powers and questions about their consequences in the countries to which
those policies are directed. Even though a number of
relevant US actors, including President Donald Trump,
have denied or downplayed the very existence of a
Russian attempt at intervention in the last presidential
election, the fact is that, for the first time in its history, the
United States saw a successful intervention in its electoral process carried out by a foreign power. Naturally,
most voices in the United States condemned the Russian operation of intervention in the 2016 presidential
election, seeing it as an attempt to subvert the mechanisms and processes of US democracy.
What is the difference, someone may ask, between Russia’s
meddling in the US presidential election of 2016 and the numerous interventions of the United States in the political processes of other countries, especially in Latin America, during
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries? A priori, they look
very similar: a great power trying to help allies in their own national political confrontations by intervening in the institutional
political processes of their countries. Did the United State not
intervene, in different ways, in the democratic processes of
countries such as Iran, Guatemala, and Chile during the Cold
War? A rough comparison of US and Russian foreign policies
aimed at intervening in the politics of other countries apparently leads to the inevitable conclusion that Russia’s meddling
in the US election of 2016 is not substantially different from
the US interventions in foreign countries during the Cold War.

My book, which explores the US involvement in Chilean politics between 1964 and 1970, a crucial period in
the history of the country, offers a somewhat different
view of the ways and means whereby a foreign policy of
intervention was carried out during the Cold War. While
I do not discuss at length the ethical issues around the
legitimacy of foreign intervention in the domestic politics a foreign country, in The Gathering Storm I argue
that not all forms of intervention are qualitatively equal,
even if they all are foreign in origin and, as such, promote above all the interests of the intervening power.
In the 1960s and 1970s, the involvement of the United
States in Chilean politics worked better toward its national interest and did not inflict significant damage on
Chile’s institutional democracy, when it consisted funda-

mentally in supporting political actors who pursued their
interests through the institutional and legal framework
of Chilean democracy. On the contrary, when US intervention sought to subvert the processes of Chilean democracy, as it did in 1970 under the direction of Richard
Nixon and Henry , failed in accomplishing its purpose
and, what is worse, inflicted significant damage to Chilean politics.
In Chile, foreign support for political parties contributed to deepen and widen a polarization that had its
roots in the social and political issues that beset less-developed countries in their search for modernization
during the Cold War. Nevertheless, involvement inflicted real damage on Chile’s political system and society
when, as Russia did in the 2016 US presidential election,
it went around the mechanisms and processes of Chilean democracy and tried to subvert them.
In different ways, to different ends, but similarly pursuing national interests defined narrowly, the United
States in 1970 and Russia in 2016 tried to sow chaos in
the target countries of their interventions. In 1970, Nixon’s orders to destabilize the process that would eventually lead to the election of Salvador Allende produced,
with the complicity of local actors, the death of the chief
of the Chilean army, a shocking event that left an indelible mark in Chilean politics.
The still-unfolding results of Russia’s attempts to sabotage the process of US democracy are harder to discern clearly, but precedents like the one represented by
US intervention in Chile in 1970—as opposed to US involvement in Chilean politics in the previous years—do
not bode well for countries at the target end of foreign
intervention.
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Freedom Incorporated
Anticommunism and Philippine
Independence in the Age of Decolonization
Colleen Woods

Freedom Incorporated demonstrates how anticommunist political
projects were critical to the United States' expanding imperial
power in the age of decolonization, and how anticommunism
was essential to the growing global economy of imperial violence
in the Cold War era.
In this broad historical account, Colleen Woods demonstrates
how, in the mid-twentieth century Philippines, US policymakers
and Filipino elites promoted the islands as a model colony. In the
wake of World War II, as the decolonization movement strengthened, those same political actors pivoted and, after Philippine
independence in 1946, lauded the archipelago as a successful
postcolonial democracy. Officials at Malacañang Palace and the
White House touted the 1946 signing of the liberating Treaty
of Manila as a testament to the US commitment to the liberation of colonized people and celebrated it under the moniker of
Philippine–American Friendship Day. Despite elite propaganda,
from the early 1930s to late 1950s, radical movements in the
Philippines highlighted US hegemony over the new Republic of
the Philippines and, in so doing, threatened American efforts
to separate the US from sordid histories of empire, imperialism,
and the colonial racial order.
Woods finds that in order to justify US intervention in an
ostensibly independent Philippine nation, anticommunist
Filipinos and their American allies transformed local political
struggles in the Philippines into sites of resistance against global
communist revolution. By linking political struggles over local
resources, like the Hukbalahap Rebellion in central Luzon, to
a war against communism, American and Filipino anticommunists legitimized the use of violence as a means to capture
and contain alternative forms of political, economic, and social
organization. Placing the post-World War II history of anticommunism in the Philippines within a larger imperial framework,
in Freedom Incorporated Woods illustrates how American and
Filipino intelligence agents, military officials, paramilitaries,
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"Colleen Woods compellingly answers
the question of how US colonization and
decolonization of the Philippines shaped
its response to the broader decolonization
of European empires after 1945. Freedom
Incorporated makes an important
contribution to the literature on the
United States and the Cold War, and in
particular on US-Southeast Asian relations
after 1945."—Bradley Simpson, University
of Connecticut, author of Economists with
Guns

state bureaucrats, academics, and entrepreneurs mobilized anticommunist
politics to contain challenges to elite rule
in the Philippines.
Colleen Woods is Assistant Professor
of History at the University of Maryland.
Her work has appeared or is forthcoming
in, LABOR, The Journal of Contemporary
History, and A Companion to US Foreign
Relations.
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Catching up with Spencer McBride, Brent Rogers, and Keith
Erikson
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

“By removing
subfields from
the metaphorical silos that
we sometimes
place them in
we see connections we might
have missed.”

One of the many interesting stories
found in this book is of Lieutenant
Washington Bartlett writing from his
ship anchored in the San Francisco Bay
about the westward movement of Latter-day Saints in 1846. He compared the
religious group to a “swarm of Locusts”
not because of its religious beliefs but
because he feared its very real political,
military, and diplomatic power. Such
a statement reveals a constant in the
Mormon American political experience.
Americans claim to express concern not
about religion but about other forms of
power. It is rhetoric that continues in
political discourse and culture today and
begs a question worth considering: when
it comes to religion and politics can we
delineate between politics and prejudice?
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
The collective work of pulling together
Contingent Citizens revealed many fascinating insights—from the political subtext for calling someone “superstitious”
in the 1830s to an organized effort to
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counter-proselytize Latter-day Saints in
Salt Lake City in the 1970s. Before we
began, we did not anticipate how fully
pliable the Mormon image was for projecting Americans’ fears and uncertainties about what it means to be religious
and to be American..
How do you wish you could change the
field?
Our book highlights the way that
Mormon history and American political
history inform each other. We think that
the essays really demonstrate the importance of not isolating historical subfields.
By removing subfields from the metaphorical silos that we sometimes place
them in we see connections we might
have missed. In many ways, specialization has served the historical profession
well, but it comes with the risk of missing broader trends and themes.

Contingent Citizens
Shifting Perceptions of Latter-day Saints in
American Political Culture
edited by Spencer W. McBride, Brent M. Rogers,
and Keith A. Erekson

Contingent Citizens features fourteen essays that track changes
in the ways Americans have perceived the Latter-day Saints since
the 1830s. From presidential politics, to political violence, to the
definition of marriage, to the meaning of sexual equality—the
editors and contributors place Mormons in larger American histories of territorial expansion, religious mission, Constitutional
interpretation, and state formation. These essays also show that
the political support of the Latter-day Saints has proven, at critical junctures, valuable to other political groups. The willingness
of Americans to accept Latter-day Saints as full participants in
the United States political system has ranged over time and
been impelled by political expediency, granting Mormons in
the United States an ambiguous status, contingent on changing
political needs and perceptions.
Spencer W. McBride is Historian and Documentary Editor
at the Joseph Smith Papers, and is author of Pulpit and Nation.
Follow him on Twitter @SpencerWMcBride.

"This book edited by McBride, Rogers, and
Erekson makes an important contribution
to understanding the place of Mormonism
in US history."—Amanda Porterfield,
Florida State University, author of
Corporate Spirit
"Contingent Citizens moves beyond
ecclesiastical history, and is much more
than a book about Mormon church
history."—John Fea, Messiah College,
author of The Bible Cause

Brent M. Rogers is Associate Managing Historian with the
Joseph Smith Papers, and the author of Unpopular Sovereignty.
Follow him on Twitter @brentrogers2121.
Keith A. Erekson is an author, teacher, and public historian
who serves as director of the Church History Library. Follow
him @KeithAErekson.
Contributors: Matthew C. Godfrey, Church History Library; Amy S. Greenberg, Penn
State University; J. B. Haws, Brigham Young University; Adam Jortner, Auburn University; Matthew Mason, Brigham Young University; Patrick Q. Mason, Claremont Graduate
University; Benjamin E. Park, Sam Houston State University; Thomas Richards, Jr.,
Springside Chestnut Hill Academy; Natalie Rose, Michigan State University; Stephen
Eliot Smith, University of Otago; Rachel St. John, University of California Davis
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Xenophobia at the Roots of US
Foreign Policy

O

Richard W. Maass

ne hundred and seventy-four years ago, the
United States declared war on Mexico and
proceeded to conquer forty percent of its
territory in a barely-disguised land grab. Yet despite
capturing Mexico City, xenophobia led US leaders to
annex only the sparsely-populated region from Texas to
California, notably refusing to pursue populous southern Mexico.
As I describe in The Picky Eagle, xenophobia was a
major reason why the United States rejected this and
other opportunities to annex neighboring societies in
Mexico, Canada, and the Caribbean: US leaders broadly considered populations in those areas alien and unfit
to share in their self-government.
When I began researching this subject back in 2011,
xenophobia ironically felt like a foreign concept—a
misguided notion from the bygone era of race-based
slavery that had been overcome by civil rights and globalization. During hundreds of hours spent poring over
historical documents, I often found government leaders
saying things that felt surreal—how could such words
have been openly declared on the floors of Congress?
How could they possibly have sounded persuasive even
to contemporaries?
Such disbelief was surely the product of a privileged
and internationalized upbringing—so self-assured that
racism was wrong as to feel a cognitive detachment
from the evidence of its prevalence and skepticism that
it could be a major driver of US foreign policy. The evidence eventually grew overwhelming, and now readers can see it and judge for themselves— especially in
Chapters 6 and 7 on US opportunities to annex territory
in Mexico and overseas.
Openly xenophobic political rhetoric has seen a dramatic resurgence during the past four years, making this
aspect of The Picky Eagle unfortunately timely. Spurred
by President Trump’s well-documented inclination to
portray any problem as a foreign problem—from blaming asylum seekers for crime and drugs to pretending
that halting immigration can protect against the domestic spread of disease—the current domestic political atmosphere will likely leave few readers surprised to learn
of xenophobia’s importance in shaping US territorial
ambitions.
Nevertheless, it may yet be provocative to learn how
central it was to US leaders’ decisions not to conquer
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their remaining neighbors, arguably the most fundamental aspect of portrayals of the United States as a
benevolent actor on the world stage.
The Picky Eagle reveals how xenophobia combined
with democratic politics to limit US territorial ambitions.
In short, US leaders repeatedly targeted sparsely-populated lands that could be filled with domestic settlers
but rejected even profitable opportunities to annex
neighboring societies that they saw as too alien for US
citizenship.
Their democratic system of governance ensured
that every annexation would have distributional consequences for the domestic political balance of power,
and it created a dilemma without a solution—how to
absorb territories inhabited by large numbers of people
they didn’t want in their country. Between 1774 and 1898,
US leaders confronted opportunities for annexation on
a case-by-case basis, ruling out those they saw as undesirable until no attractive targets remained.
75 years ago, US negotiators were busy leading the
San Francisco conference that founded the United
Nations, its charter declaring among other things that
conquest had become prohibited under international
law. The willingness of the United States to foreswear
further territorial expansion even as its power grew to
unprecedented heights (and to repeatedly spend blood
and treasure deterring and reversing other countries’
potential conquests while refraining from its own) are
signatures of American exceptionalism. Yet even exceptional trees can have dirty roots.

The Picky Eagle
How Democracy and Xenophobia Limited US
Territorial Expansion
Richard W. Ma ass

The Picky Eagle explains why the United States stopped annexing
territory by focusing on annexation's domestic consequences,
both political and normative. It describes how the US rejection
of further annexations, despite its rising power, set the stage for
twentieth-century efforts to outlaw conquest. In contrast to conventional accounts of a nineteenth-century shift from territorial
expansion to commercial expansion, Richard W. Maass argues
that US ambitions were selective from the start.
By presenting twenty-three case studies, Maass examines the
decision-making of US leaders facing opportunities to pursue
annexation between 1775 and 1898. US presidents, secretaries,
and congressmen consistently worried about how absorbing new
territories would affect their domestic political influence and
their goals for their country. These leaders were particularly
sensitive to annexation's domestic costs where xenophobia interacted with their commitment to democracy: rather than grant
political representation to a large alien population or subject it
to a long-term imperial regime, they regularly avoided both of
these perceived bad options by rejecting annexation. As a result,
US leaders often declined even profitable opportunities for territorial expansion, and they renounced the practice entirely once
no desirable targets remained.
In addition to offering an updated history of the foundations of US territorial expansion, The Picky Eagle adds important nuance to previous theories of great-power expansion, with
implications for our understanding of US foreign policy and
international relations.
Richard W. Ma ass is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of Evansville. Follow him on Twitter @
richardmaass.

"The Picky Eagle poses important and
provocative questions about the history
of territorial expansion, annexation, and
imperialism—and its future. The theoretical approach is original, capturing the
American case better than any other work
in political science."—Scott Silverstone, US
Military Academy at West Point, author of
From Hitler's Germany to Saddam's Iraq
"In this sweeping, engaging account,
Richard Maass makes the compelling case
that the US appetite for annexation was
often tempered by a reluctance to absorb
culturally different populations or those
who would side with domestic political
opponents."—Peter Liberman, author of
Does Conquest Pay?
"Impressively researched and persuasively
argued, Richard Maass's The Picky Eagle
takes a fresh look at the forces driving
American expansionism and offers new
and intriguing answers to the often
overlooked question of why the nation
did not annex additional territory. Highly
recommended for historians and political
scientists."—George Herring, University
of Kentucky, author of From Colony to
Superpower
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The Hypocritical Hegemon
How the United States Shapes Global Rules
against Tax Evasion and Avoidance
Lukas Hakelberg

In The Hypocritical Hegemon, Lukas Hakelberg takes a close
look at how US domestic politics affects and determines the
course of global tax policy. Through an examination of recent
international efforts to crack down on offshore tax havens and
the role the United States has played, Hakelberg uncovers how
a seemingly innocuous technical addition to US law has had
enormous impact around the world, particularly for individuals
and corporations aiming to avoid and evade taxation.
Through bullying and using its overwhelming political
power, writes Hakelberg, the United States has imposed rules
on the rest of the world while exempting domestic banks for
the same reporting requirements. It can do so because no other
government wields control over such huge financial and consumer markets. This power imbalance is at the heart of The
Hypocritical Hegemon.
Thanks to generous funding from COFFERS EU, the ebook
editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes from
Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
Luk as Hakelberg is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow with the
Center for International and Comparative Political Economy at
Freie Universität Berlin.

"This book is an excellent piece of work
that succinctly presents an original and
persuasive account of the major developments in global tax policy.... Hakelberg
does a great job of clearly communicating
the argument."—J.C. Sharman, University
of Cambridge, author of The Despot's
Guide to Wealth Management
"The Hypocritical Hegemon makes an
important contribution to the research
on the janus-faced role of America in tax
policy. FATCA forced countries all over
the world to end their bank secrecy while
not fully doing the same in the United
States. We need to overcome nationalism
on both sides of the Atlantic."—Sven
Giegold, MEP (Group of the Green/
European Free Alliance)
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Information Technology and
Military Power
Jon R. Lindsay

Militaries with state-of-the-art information technology sometimes bog down in confusing conflicts. To understand why, it
is important to understand the micro-foundations of military
power in the information age, and this is exactly what Jon R.
Lindsay's Information Technology and Military Power gives us. As
Lindsay shows, digital systems now mediate almost every effort
to gather, store, display, analyze, and communicate information
in military organizations. He highlights how personnel now
struggle with their own information systems as much as with
the enemy.
Information Technology and Military Power explores information practice through a series of detailed historical cases and
ethnographic studies of military organizations at war. Lindsay
explains why the US military, despite all its technological advantages, has struggled for so long in unconventional conflicts
against weaker adversaries. This same perspective suggests that
the US retains important advantages against advanced competitors like China that are less prepared to cope with the complexity
of information systems in wartime. Lindsay argues convincingly
that a better understanding of how personnel actually use technology can inform the design of command and control, improve
the net assessment of military power, and promote reforms to
improve military performance. Warfighting problems and technical solutions keep on changing, but information practice is
always stuck in between.
Jon R . L inds ay is Assistant Professor of Digital Media
and Global Affairs at the Munk School of Global Affairs and
Public Policy at the University of Toronto. He is the co-editor of
Cross-Domain Deterrence and China and Cybersecurity. Follow
him on Twitter @jonrlindsay.
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"This is a deeply researched book that
covers a tremendous amount of empirical
terrain. Lindsay tackles an increasingly important set of issues—namely, information
and technology, and their effects on fog
and friction in war—that have far reaching
implications in times of peace as well
as war."—Kelly M. Greenhill, Tufts and
Harvard Universities, author of Weapons
of Mass Migration
"Lindsay offers richly detailed case
studies that flesh out different parts of
the information practice problem. Full of
new insights, this book is a refreshing read
as it builds understanding and synthesizes seemingly competing theoretical
arguments about the relationship between
information technology and military performance."—Emily Goldman, Combined
Action Group, US Cyber Command,
author of Power in Uncertain Times
"Lindsay exposes the conceit that advances
in information technology will make future
war easy, fast, cheap, and efficient."—H.R.
McMaster, former National Security
Advisor, author of Dereliction of Duty

Catching up with Jon R. Lindsay
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

“I wish that I
could do more
to promote
academic writing for general
audiences.”

It is well known that Silicon Valley
giants like Apple and Google began as
start-ups in garages and dorm rooms. It
is less well-known that the most popular
graphical mission planning application
across the US military services, known
as FalconView, also started in the 1980s
and 1990s as an amateur program written by and with the same pilots who used
it. FalconView outperformed numerous
systems that were designed by defense
contractors to replace it, highlighting the
important role of warfighter initiative in
complex information systems. Organizational practice, not just technological
sophistication, makes the difference in
modern war.
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
I made the classic rookie mistake of
trying to pack too much material into a
first academic book. This is especially a
temptation for a book with a broad topic
like Information Technology and Military
Affairs. I originally had intended to include a substantive discussion of cyber
warfare along with the cases of more

traditional combat, but this proved a
bridge too far. Even broad topics must
have a manageable scope! The book now
focuses on the organizational and strategic context of information technology
and battlefield operations, leaving the
implications for cybersecurity and grand
strategy for another work.
How do you wish you could change the
field?
I would like to see the field of military
history have greater influence on the
interdisciplinary field of security studies. In many ways this would represent
a return to the roots of the field, drawing
on deeply researched historical cases
to inform hard questions that emerge
in modern practice. History can have
as much, and sometimes more, to say
about complex, cutting-edge problems
as quantitative social science. While
the technological, social, and strategic
context changes continuously, history
can show how the complexity of this
context has always been a challenge,
and an inspiration, for practitioners and
scholars alike.
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Undermining Racial Justice
How One University Embraced Inclusion and
Inequality
Mat thew Johnson

Over the last sixty years, administrators on college campuses
nationwide have responded to black campus activists by making
racial inclusion and inequality compatible.
This bold argument is at the center of Matthew Johnson's
powerful and controversial book. Focusing on the University
of Michigan, often a key talking point in national debates about
racial justice thanks to the contentious Gratz v. Bollinger 2003
Supreme Court case, Johnson argues that UM leaders incorporated black student dissent selectively into the institution's
policies, practices, and values. This strategy was used to prevent activism from disrupting the institutional priorities that
campus leaders deemed more important than racial justice.
Despite knowing that racial disparities would likely continue,
Johnson demonstrates that these administrators improbably saw
themselves as champions of racial equity.
What Johnson contends in Undermining Racial Justice is
not that good intentions resulted in unforeseen negative consequences, but that the people who created and maintained racial
inequities at premier institutions of higher education across
the United States firmly believed they had good intentions in
spite of all the evidence to the contrary. The case of the University of Michigan fits into a broader pattern at elite colleges and
universities and is a cautionary tale for all in higher education.
As Johnson illustrates, inclusion has always been a secondary
priority, and, as a result, the policies of the late 1970s and 1980s
ushered in a new and enduring era of racial retrenchment on
campuses nationwide.

"Undermining Racial Justice is a well-researched analysis of the admissions
policies at the University of Michigan.
Drawing on a wealth of archival sources,
published work, and material that is in
the public domain, Matthew Johnson has
authored an important book."—Lisa M.
Stulberg, New York University, author of
Race, Schools, and Hope
"This book effectively and powerfully
shows a major public university struggling
to fully embrace a major responsibility—and the continual efforts of student
activists and supportive elites to bring
about real change and the full promise
of public education."—John Skrentny,
University of California, author of After
Civil Rights

Mat thew Johnson is Associate Professor of History at Texas
Tech University. Follow him on Twitter @matthist83.
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Catching up with Michael C. Hawkins

“This debate
was characterized by
bold racial and
civilizational
overtones.”

70

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

In 1904 William McGee and James
Sullivan, directors of the Departments
of Anthropology and Physical Culture
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
respectively, developed a fierce rivalry
concerning athletic training and performance. McGee argued that athletic ability derived from environmental necessity,
while Sullivan was a rabid proponent of
modern athletic training methods. This
debate was characterized by bold racial
and civilizational overtones. Their views
were eventually tested in a grand event
known as Anthropology Days, or the
“Savage Olympics,” where “live exhibits”
from the Exposition competed in a variety of events designed to measure their
athletic proximity to whites. Filipino
Muslims were among the key figures in
this grand experiment.

I would love to see greater investment
and support for Southeast Asian Studies
at institutions across the world. It continues to be an underrepresented region, yet
critical to our understanding of global
history and many contemporary issues.
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Semi-Civilized
The Moro Village at the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition
Michael C. Hawkins

Semi-Civilized offers a concise, revealing, and analytically penetrating view of a critical period in Philippine history. Michael
C. Hawkins examines Moro (Filipino Muslim) contributions
to the Philippine exhibit at the St. Louis World's Fair in 1904,
providing insight into this fascinating and previously overlooked
historical episode.
By reviving and contextualizing Moro participation in the
exposition, Hawkins challenges the typical manifestations of
empire drawn from the fair and delivers a nuanced and textured vision of the nature of American imperial discourse. In
Semi-Civilized Hawkins argues that the Moro display provided a
distinctive liminal space in the dialectical relationship between
civilization and savagery at the fair. The Moros offered a transcultural bridge. Through their official yet nondescript designation as "semi-civilized," they undermined and mediated the
various binaries structuring the exposition. As Hawkins demonstrates, this mediation represented an unexpectedly welcomed
challenge to the binary logic and discomfort of the display.
As Semi-Civilized shows, the Moro display was collaborative,
and the Moros exercised unexpected agency by negotiating how
the display was both structured and interpreted by the public.
Fairgoers were actively seeking an extraordinary experience. Exhibit organizers framed it, but ultimately the Moros provided it.
And therein lay a tremendous amount of power.
Michael C. Hawkins is Associate Professor of History and
Chair of the Department of History at Creighton University. He
is author of Making Moros.

"Offering a nuanced view of the 1904 St.
Louis Exposition, Hawkins brings the latest
theoretical analysis and academic works to
bear in a convincing study that undercuts
a strict binary between the savage and the
civilized."—Paul Rodell, Georgia Southern
University, author of Culture and Customs
of the Philippines
"Semi-Civilized examines one of the earliest
populations of Muslim Americans and
the most prominent period when Muslim
Moros in the Philippines spent time in
the United States. There has not been a
critical assessment of the Moro villages
at the important 1904 World's Fair, and
this book promises to bring such study
into the scholarly record."—Timothy Marr,
University of North Carolina, author of
The Cultural Roots of American Islamicis
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Creating the Suburban School
Advantage
Race, Localism, and Inequality in an American
Metropolis
John L . Rury

Creating the Suburban School Advantage explains how American
suburban school districts gained a competitive edge over their
urban counterparts. John L. Rury provides a national overview
of the process, focusing on the period between 1950 and 1980,
and presents a detailed study of metropolitan Kansas City, a
region representative of trends elsewhere.
While big-city districts once were widely seen as superior and
attracted families seeking the best educational opportunities
for their children, suburban school systems grew rapidly in the
post–World War II era as middle-class and more affluent families moved to those communities. As Rury relates, at the same
time, economically dislocated African Americans migrated from
the South to center-city neighborhoods, testing the capacity of
urban institutions. As demographic trends drove this urban-suburban divide, a suburban ethos of localism contributed to the
socioeconomic exclusion that became a hallmark of outlying
school systems. School districts located wholly or partly within
the municipal boundaries of Kansas City, Missouri, make for
revealing cases that illuminate our understanding of these national patterns.
As Rury demonstrates, struggles to achieve greater educational equity and desegregation in urban centers contributed to
so-called white flight and what Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan
considered to be a crisis of urban education in 1965. Despite the
often valiant efforts made to serve inner city children and bolster
urban school districts, this exodus, Rury cogently argues, created a new metropolitan educational hierarchy—a mirror image
of the urban-centric model that had prevailed before World War
II. The stubborn perception that suburban schools are superior,
based on test scores and budgets, has persisted into the twenty-first century and instantiates today's metropolitan landscape
of social, economic, and educational inequality.
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"Nothing has weakened America's
educational promise more than
suburban inequality, a point that John
L. Rury makes with historical sensitivity
and social-scientific rigor. Creating the
Suburban School Advantage is a powerful
book, and essential reading for achieving
justice in America's schools."—Campbell
F. Scribner, University of Maryland, author
of The Fight for Local Control
"Creating the Suburban School Advantage is
well written, the quality of the scholarship
is outstanding, and the questions
John L. Rury addresses are timely and
important."—Zoe Burkholder, Montclair
State University, author of Color in the
Classroom

John L . Rury is Professor of Education
and (by courtesy) History at the University of Kansas. He is an author or editor
of ten other books on the history of education, including Education and Social
Change, Urban Education in the United
States, and The African American Struggle for Secondary Schooling, 1940–1980
(with Shirley A. Hill).

Suffrage Reconstructed
Gender, Race, and Voting Rights in the Civil
War Era
L aur a E. Free

The Fourteenth Amendment, ratified on July 9, 1868, identified
all legitimate voters as "male." In so doing, it added gender-specific language to the US Constitution for the first time. Suffrage
Reconstructed considers how and why the amendment's authors
made this decision. Vividly detailing congressional floor bickering and activist campaigning, Laura E. Free takes readers into
the pre- and postwar fights over precisely who should have the
right to vote. Free demonstrates that all men, black and white,
were the ultimate victors of these fights, as gender became
the single most important marker of voting rights during
Reconstruction.
Free argues that the Fourteenth Amendment's language
was shaped by three key groups: African American activists
who used ideas about manhood to claim black men's right to
the ballot, postwar congressmen who sought to justify enfranchising southern black men, and women's rights advocates who
began to petition Congress for the ballot for the first time as the
Amendment was being drafted. To prevent women's inadvertent
enfranchisement, and to incorporate formerly disfranchised
black men into the voting polity, the Fourteenth Amendment's
congressional authors turned to gender to define the new American voter. Faced with this exclusion some woman suffragists,
most notably Elizabeth Cady Stanton, turned to rhetorical racism
in order to mount a campaign against sex as a determinant of
one's capacity to vote. Stanton's actions caused a rift with Frederick Douglass and a schism in the fledgling woman suffrage
movement. By integrating gender analysis and political history,
Suffrage Reconstructed offers a new interpretation of the Civil
War–era remaking of American democracy, placing African
American activists and women's rights advocates at the heart of
nineteenth-century American conversations about public policy,
civil rights, and the franchise.
L aur a E. Free is Associate Professor of History at Hobart and
William Smith Colleges.
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"Suffrage Reconstructed expands the
discussion to a detailed analysis of the
Fourteenth Amendment’s deliberate
inclusion of the word male. Free has made
a valuable contribution to the discussion of
women’s rights and the history of suffrage
in the United States."—The North Carolina
Historical Review
"Free's book is an informative and sometimes shocking study of a little-known
Reconstruction drama."—Choice
"This book invites historians of the rise
of American democracy to engage in
dialogue with historians of woman suffrage.
It is an invitation to be heeded."—Journal
of American History
"A decisive study of the evolution
of American suffrage rights in the
ante- and immediate post-bellum era(s),
Suffrage Reconstructed makes significant
contributions to the field of American
intellectual history. A wide audience of
scholars, particularly African American
and women's and gender historians would
benefit from reading this text, as well as
scholars interested in the political history
of New York State."—New York History
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Moral Commerce
Quakers and the Transatlantic Boycott of the
Slave Labor Economy
Julie L . Holcomb

How can the simple choice of a men’s suit be a moral statement
and a political act? When the suit is made of free-labor wool
rather than slave-grown cotton. In Moral Commerce, Julie L.
Holcomb traces the genealogy of the boycott of slave labor from
its seventeenth-century Quaker origins through its late nineteenth-century decline. In their failures and in their successes,
in their resilience and their persistence, antislavery consumers
help us understand the possibilities and the limitations of moral
commerce.
Quaker antislavery rhetoric began with protests against the
slave trade before expanding to include boycotts of the use and
products of slave labor. For more than one hundred years, British
and American abolitionists highlighted consumers’ complicity
in sustaining slavery. The boycott of slave labor was the first consumer movement to transcend the boundaries of nation, gender,
and race in an effort by reformers to change the conditions of
production. The movement attracted a broad cross-section of
abolitionists: conservative and radical, Quaker and non-Quaker,
male and female, white and black.
The men and women who boycotted slave labor created diverse, biracial networks that worked to reorganize the transatlantic economy on an ethical basis. Even when they acted locally,
supporters embraced a global vision, mobilizing the boycott as
a powerful force that could transform the marketplace. For supporters of the boycott, the abolition of slavery was a step toward
a broader goal of a just and humane economy. The boycott failed
to overcome the power structures that kept slave labor in place;
nonetheless, the movement’s historic successes and failures
have important implications for modern consumers.
Julie L . Holcomb is Assistant Professor of Museum Studies
at Baylor University. She is the editor of Southern Sons, Northern
Soldiers.
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"Moral Commerce should certainly be
read by every scholar of both American
and British antislavery, black nationalism,
African recolonization, and social reform
movements."—H-Pennsylvania
"The combination of broader brushstrokes
and fine detail, drawn from a wealth of
primary sources, will provide fascinating
reading for both specialist and non-specialist readerships."—Quaker Studies
"Persuasively argues for the historical
importance of the free-produce minority
within the minority of abolitionists."—Journal of American History
"A fascinating account that brings new
sources and perspectives to bear on Quaker abolitionist activism. . . . Persuasively
situates the history of abolitionist boycotts
within the dynamic context of Quaker
criticisms of transatlantic consumer culture
and moral repugnance in the face of
slavery's brutality."—American Historical
Review
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There is Death in the Pot!
Julie L. Holcomb

O

ne hundred years ago, the ratification of the
Nineteenth Amendment granted women the
right to vote. Ratification marked the culmination of decades of activism by men and women. Many
of those activists were also abolitionists, including Lucretia Mott, Sojourner Truth, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Harriet Tubman, and Frederick Douglass.
Mott’s activism began in the 1820s when she helped
organize the Philadelphia-based Female Association for
Promoting the Use and Manufacture of Free Cotton.
It was one of the first female antislavery associations in
the United States. The association urged consumers to
reject slave-produced goods either by abstaining from
such goods or by substituting free-labor goods. By ending consumer demand for slave-labor goods, activists
believed slaveholders would be forced to adopt free
labor.
British abolitionists promoted the first major boycott
of slave-grown sugar after Parliament failed to pass a
bill abolishing the slave trade. From 1791 to 1792, nearly one-half million Britons refused to consumer slavegrown sugar.
The boycott coincided with the publication of Mary
Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of the Rights of Woman in
1792. In the 1820s, when Britons organized another boycott of slave-grown sugar, women-led the organizational effort. They formed associations, canvassed neighborhoods, and boycotted grocers who failed to stock
free-labor goods. British Quaker Elizabeth Heyrick, in a
pamphlet titled Immediate Not Gradual Abolition, published in 1824, urged women to take immediate action
against slavery by boycotting the products of slave labor. The activism of British women forced Parliament to
act against slavery in the 1830s.
American women followed the progress of British
women’s campaign against slavery, including the boycott of slave-grown sugar. The free produce societies
formed by American women in the 1820s were inspired
by British women’s activism and led to the organization of antislavery societies in the 1830s. The American Anti-Slavery Society and the Philadelphia Female
Anti-Slavery Society, both organized in 1833, included
support for the boycott of slave-labor goods in their
constitutions.
In Britain and the United States, supporters adopted a variety of tactics to promote the boycott. Men

and women opened stores that sold free-labor goods
to conscientious consumers while activists organized
major meetings to discuss the boycott, including a National Requited Labor Convention in Philadelphia in
1838, where they established the American Free Produce Association. In 1840, Lucretia Mott attended the
World Anti-Slavery Convention in London, where she
sought to promote the boycott of slave-labor goods.
Eight years later, Mott helped organize the first women’s
rights convention in Seneca Falls, New York.
Supporters of the boycott wrote pamphlets, poetry,
and even children’s books. In the 1840s, Quaker author
Hannah Townsend wrote The Anti-Slavery Alphabet.
Sold at the annual fair hosted by the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society, the children’s book introduced children to the use of slave labor to produce
consumer goods such as rice and sugar. British Quaker Anna Richardson’s pamphlet, luridly titled There is
Death in the Pot! (1850) suggested the contaminating
effect of slave-labor goods and the role of consumers in
removing such goods from the marketplace.
My book Moral Commerce explores the boycott of
slave-labor goods from its seventeenth-century origins
among North American Quakers through its demise after the American Civil War. Women’s activism is one of
three thematic threads I trace through the history of the
movement. In addition to gender, I examine the role of
religion and race. The boycott of slave labor appealed
to the politically marginalized: women, Quakers, and
black abolitionists. Their motivations for supporting
the boycott varied widely. For some men and women,
the boycott was a principled response to slavery. Others adopted the boycott as “an act of racial rebellion,”
encouraging adherents to view slave-labor goods “as
the fruits of the labor of our own children, brothers, and
sisters.” Activists made clear the connection between
the consumer and the enslaved laborer and, as a result,
politicized consumers’ choices in the marketplace.
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The Lost Art of Presidential
Decision-Making

H

Timothy Andrews Sayle

ow does a president decide to send troops into
battle? How does he or she weigh the contradictory, even conflicting advice from national
security officials, military advisers, and those outside
of government? Variations across time, individuals, and
problems mean that Presidents have approached wartime decisions more like artists than engineers. They
have drawn on bits of history, their interpretation of the
national interest, and consideration of their fellow citizen’s views in making choices and crafting strategy.
The quality of such art seems to be in decline. Already in summer 2019, President Trump has reportedly
approved military strikes against Iran before aborting
the missions at the last moment. His National Security Advisor, is, according to the press, pushing for a war
that the President does not want. And the strikes may
have been averted after an intervention by a Fox News
personality. It is not clear who is making the decisions,
how they are made, or whether or not they will be implemented. If this is art, it lies in the category of drunken fingerpainting using the medium preferred by Chris Ofili.
Now, with the passage of time and aided by the willingness of a President and his staff to share their experiences, it is possible to look back fully grapple with a
far different example of presidential decision-making.
There has been, without question, enormous debate
and controversy over George W. Bush’s decision-making over the Iraq War. But The Last Card: Inside George
W. Bush’s Decision to Surge in Iraq, reveals the intricate
debates and decisions taken in 2006 that led to the
surge of US troops to Iraq in 2007, and how the President managed this process to arrive at his decision and
ensure it was carried out.
The Last Card offers a highly detailed study of the
President’s decision-making process. Over eight chapters of oral history, it relates the memories of the President, Vice President, Secretary of State, Secretary of
Defense, and twenty-four other leaders, officials, and
officers in the lead up to the surge. The oral histories,
the transcripts of which will also be available in full from
Southern Methodist University’s Center for Presidential
History Collective Memory Project, highlight the competing ideas and internal debates about the best policy
for the United States in Iraq. President Bush was presented with an enormous range of advice from his senior
aides: Nearly no one suggested increasing troops, while
BEHIND THE BOOK

others proposed withdrawing; some urged the President
to stick with the current strategy while others called for a
fundamental change in how US forces operated in Iraq.
Like any consequential piece of art, the President’s
decision to surge has been celebrated and critiqued,
and indeed it is evaluated differently even by those
interviewed for The Last Card. The process that led to
the President’s decision is a source of debate amongst
presidential scholars, and The Last Card brings together
eight historians and political scientists to consider the
decision-making process that led to the surge. They
compare it to previous instances of national security
decision-making, and test it against theories of strategy
and executive action.
What all agree on, however, is that the President invested enormous energy and effort into the decision to
surge, but also in bringing along key players in government and in the military—including even those who had
resisted the idea. As Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, an early skeptic of simply sending more forces to
Iraq, told us: “The president can always just order, but
it’s not always the prudent thing to do or the right thing
to do.” The story of the decision to surge as told in The
Last Card, then, is not only the art of making a decision but the art of presidential decision-making: How
to come to a decision, and to do so in such a way that
allows the president to bring the full support of government to bear in implementing that decision.

Bestseller

The Last Card
Inside George W. Bush's Decision
to Surge in Iraq
edited by Timothy Andrews Sayle, Jeffrey A.
Engel, Hal Br ands, and William Inboden

This is the real story of how George W. Bush came to double-down on Iraq in the highest stakes gamble of his entire
presidency. Drawing on extensive interviews with nearly thirty
senior officials, including President Bush himself, The Last
Card offers an unprecedented look into the process by which
Bush overruled much of the military leadership and many of
his trusted advisors, and authorized the deployment of roughly
30,000 additional troops to the warzone in a bid to save Iraq
from collapse in 2007.
In their own words, President George W. Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, National Security Advisor Stephen Hadley,
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, White House Chief of Staff
Joshua Bolten, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, and others,
recount the debates and disputes that informed the process
as President Bush weighed the historical lessons of Vietnam
against the perceived strategic imperatives in the Middle East.
For a president who had earlier vowed never to dictate military
strategy to generals, the deliberations in the Oval Office and Situation Room in 2006 constituted a trying and fateful moment.
The Last Card is a portrait of leadership—firm and daring if
flawed—in the Bush White House. The personal perspectives
from men and women who served at the White House, Foggy
Bottom, the Pentagon, and in Baghdad, are complemented by
critical assessments written by leading scholars in the field of
international security. Taken together, the candid interviews and
probing essays are a first draft of the history of the surge and
new chapter in the history of the American presidency.
Timothy Andrews Sayle is Assistant Professor in the Department of History at the University of Toronto. Jeffrey A. Engel
is Director of the Center for Presidential History at Southern
Methodist University. Hal Br ands is the Henry A. Kissinger
Distinguished Professor of Global Affairs at the Johns Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies and a scholar at the
American Enterprise Institute. He is the author of What Good is
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"This is a fascinating contribution to the
history of the war."—Foreign Affairs
"An expertly researched and written oral
and narrative history, The Last Card examines the excruciatingly complex process of
American decision making in the run-up to
the 2007 surge against al Qaeda in Iraq . .
. This precious narrative history shows the
complexities of war planning and is a most
welcome addition to modern American
war studies, though it is best intended for
advanced readers."—Choice
"It is essential to learn the right lessons
from the Iraq War, and The Last Card
is an important first step in what one
hopes will be a much longer journey of
discovery."—Survival

Grand Strategy? William Inboden is
Executive Director and William Powers,
Jr., Chair of the Clements Center for
National Security at the University of
Texas at Austin.
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The One-Way Street of Integration
Fair Housing and the Pursuit of Racial Justice
in American Cities
Edward G. Goetz

The One-Way Street of Integration examines two contrasting
housing policy approaches to achieving racial justice. Integration initiatives and community development efforts have
been for decades contrasting means of achieving racial equity
through housing policy. Goetz traces the tensions involved in
housing integration and policy to show why he doesn't see the
solution to racial injustice as the government moving poor and
nonwhite people out of their communities.
The One-Way Street of Integration critiques fair housing
integration policies for targeting settlement patterns while ignoring underlying racism and issues of economic and political
power. Goetz challenges liberal orthodoxy, determining that
the standard efforts toward integration are unlikely to lead to
racial equity or racial justice in American cities. In fact, in this
pursuit it is the community development movement rather that
has the greatest potential for connecting to social change and
social justice efforts.
Edward G. Goetz is Professor of Urban and Regional Planning and Director of the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs
at the University of Minnesota. He has published widely, including, most recently, New Deal Ruins.

"A courageous work in that Goetz
confronts a difficult debate head on. . . .
Goetz gives clear guidance about what he
believes to be the way forward."—Journal
of Planning Education and Research
"Should stimulate debate."—Choice
"Professor Goetz's sweeping indictment
of the well-intentioned effort to advance
racial integration deserves thoughtful
consideration; it should inspire wide-ranging debate."—The Metropole
"Goetz has presented compelling
arguments for his position on locating
subsidized housing, favoring the community development movement."—Journal of
Urban Affairs
"Goetz has written an important and timely
book. Beyond its substantial contribution
to the scholarly literature on American
urban policy, infinitely more important is
its potential to aid in the ongoing struggle
against racial injustice and American
white supremacy—something needed now
perhaps more than ever."—Shelterforce
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The Day After
Why America Wins the War but Loses the
Peace
Brendan R. Gall agher

Since 9/11, why have we won smashing battlefield victories only
to botch nearly everything that comes next? In the opening
phases of war in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya, we mopped the
floor with our enemies. But in short order, things went horribly
wrong.
We soon discovered we had no coherent plan to manage
the "day after." The ensuing debacles had truly staggering consequences—many thousands of lives lost, trillions of dollars
squandered, and the apparent discrediting of our foreign policy
establishment. This helped set the stage for an extraordinary
historical moment in which America's role in the world, along
with our commitment to democracy at home and abroad, have
become subject to growing doubt. With the benefit of hindsight,
can we discern what went wrong? Why have we had such great
difficulty planning for the aftermath of war?
In The Day After, Brendan Gallagher—an Army lieutenant
colonel with multiple combat tours to Iraq and Afghanistan, and
a Princeton Ph.D.—seeks to tackle this vital question. Gallagher argues there is a tension between our desire to create a
new democracy and our competing desire to pull out as soon
as possible. Our leaders often strive to accomplish both to keep
everyone happy. But by avoiding the tough underlying decisions,
it fosters an incoherent strategy. This makes chaos more likely.
The Day After draws on new interviews with dozens of civilian and military officials, ranging from US cabinet secretaries
to four-star generals. It also sheds light on how, in Kosovo, we
lowered our postwar aims to quietly achieve a surprising partial
success. Striking at the heart of what went wrong in our recent
wars, and what we should do about it, Gallagher asks whether
we will learn from our mistakes, or provoke even more disasters?
Human lives, money, elections, and America's place in the world
may hinge on the answer.

"Brendan Gallagher is well placed to
write this policy-focused volume, which
blends personal experience and academic
reflection based on interviews with
decision-makers."—Choice
"The Day After asks why America has so
often won the war but lost the peace that
followed. Brendan Gallagher's answers
are correct and timeless: Postwar is harder
than war. Beware of magical thinking.
Learn from history. His book is a good
reference for heads of state, scholars, and
soldiers."—Lieutenant Colonel John Nagl,
US Army (Ret.), author of Knife Fights
"A thought-provoking, intensively-researched, and compelling account
(and cautionary tale) of the enormous
challenges of the 'post-conflict' phases of
America's major post-9/11 interventions—
by a true soldier-scholar who served on
the ground in Iraq and Afghanistan and
then carefully studied those conflicts."—
General David Petraeus, US Army (Ret.)

Brendan R. Gall agher is a US Army lieutenant colonel in
the infantry who has completed seven tours to Iraq and Afghanistan, including multiple deployments with the 75th Ranger
Regiment.
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The Nuclear Spies
America's Atomic Intelligence Operation
against Hitler and Stalin
Vince Houghton

Why did the US intelligence services fail so spectacularly to
know about the Soviet Union's nuclear capabilities following
World War II? As Vince Houghton, historian and curator of the
International Spy Museum in Washington, DC, shows us, that
disastrous failure came just a few years after the Manhattan
Project's intelligence team had penetrated the Third Reich and
knew every detail of the Nazi 's plan for an atomic bomb. What
changed and what went wrong?
Houghton's delightful retelling of this fascinating case of
American spy ineffectiveness in the then new field of scientific
intelligence provides us with a new look at the early years of the
Cold War. During that time, scientific intelligence quickly grew
to become a significant portion of the CIA budget as it struggled
to contend with the incredible advance in weapons and other
scientific discoveries immediately after World War II. As The
Nuclear Spies shows, the abilities of the Soviet Union's scientists,
its research facilities and laboratories, and its educational system
became a key consideration for the CIA in assessing the threat
level of its most potent foe. Sadly, for the CIA scientific intelligence was extremely difficult to do well. For when the Soviet
Union detonated its first atomic bomb in 1949, no one in the
American intelligence services saw it coming.
Vince Houghton is Historian and Curator at the International Spy Museum. He taught courses in Cold War history and
intelligence history at the University of Maryland and is the
host and creative director of Spycast, the Spy Museum's popular
podcast. His work has been published widely in such media as
Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, The Economist, Vanity Fair,
and many others.
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"In this neat, enthralling study, Houghton
wonders why this successful intelligence
operation was followed by the failure to
anticipate the first Soviet nuclear test in
August 1949."—Foreign Affairs
"A great read: Concise, fact-packed, laden
with fascinating anecdotes, and chock full
of insights. . . This book is for everyone,
intelligence expert and layperson alike. A
page turner."—The Cipher Brief
"The exploits of the Alsos mission
chronicled in The Nuclear Spies, and the
story of the subsequent less successful
effort to predict the timeline of the Soviet
acquisition of the bomb, should be read
by all those interested in intelligence."—
International Journal of Intelligence and
CounterIntelligence
"The Nuclear Spies makes a significant
contribution to intelligence studies by
filling a gap in the literature: the importance of individual and institutional threat
perceptions and cultural preconceptions
when it comes to the development of
strategic policy."—Genevieve Lester,
US Army War College, author of When
Should State Secrets Stay Secret?

The Questions Get Some Answers
on Jews and Organized Crime

W

Joe Kraus

hen I tell people I research the history of
Jewish gangsters, I generally get a question
in response.

Some are bewildered. “There were gangsters who
were Jewish?”
Some are partially informed. “Do you mean like Meyer Lansky and Bugsy Siegel?”
And some rare few have a sense of the basic material. “Like those bookies and their bosses who always
seemed to get shot and stuffed into car trunks?”
Even those who best understand the history, though,
even other scholars, realize that we have largely forgotten most of the details of how twentieth-century
American organized crime consolidated from a range
of quasi-independent organizations into what we recognize as “the mafia,” La Cosa Nostra, the Commission or,
in Chicago, the Outfit. And for all its Hollywood shoot’em-up glamor, the history of organized crime is a slice
of the larger American ethnic experience.
The particular question started for me soon after I
graduated from college when my mother asked me to
look into rumors she’d heard about her father. When I
checked the Al Capone biographies and then followed
up by digging into old newspapers, I learned that my
grandfather had been part of Chicago’s Prohibition
crime wars, but his own daughter knew almost nothing about it. Gangsters lie for a living, so it’s no surprise
that we’ve lost much of what actually transpired, but it
seemed extraordinary that, in less than a generation, my
own family had lost the sense that there was even a larger story to tell.
There have been good historians who have explored
Chicago’s gangster history, and there have been good
ones who uncovered the history of Jewish gangsters in
New York and other major US cities, but no one had
ever looked at the intersection of those two stories, the
place where my own family’s experience took place.
I came to learn that the Jewish West Side, headed up
eventually by Benny “Zukie the Bookie” Zuckerman—
who’d pushed my grandfather and his brothers out of
the business—had been one of the largest gambling
concessions in the city and that it had remained autonoBEHIND THE BOOK

mous longer than many of Chicago’s other plum rackets.
Then, in 1944, Zuckerman was murdered as he
walked toward his own front door, and Syndicate “torpedo” Lenny Patrick emerged as the new neighborhood
overseer. Patrick would remain the face of the “Jewish
wing” of the Outfit for the next forty years before, in a
series of high-profile trials, his testimony was central to
bringing down the last of the post-World War II architects of Chicago’s consolidated organized crime.
That looked like a coherent, century-spanning story:
my grandfather’s Prohibition generation gave way to the
retrenchment of the Depression which led to the grimfaced, wide-tie rackets of the 1950s and 1960s, and then
to the old men of the 1980s. As I set to tell it, though,
I found that it wound and twisted. In drafts and failed
attempts, it was hard to avoid one extreme or another: I
could leave some elements vague or I could overwhelm
with detail; I could focus too narrowly on the specific figures of my study, or I could lapse into generalities about
the context of the organized crime they knew.
The result, after thirty years of collecting details from
newspapers, archives, photo collections, and the occasional alte kocker willing to spill some old secrets, is The
Kosher Capones. It’s a story about the Jewish gangsters
of Chicago that not only addresses my own original curiosity—what kind of world did my grandfather live in—
but that further sheds light on the way changing structures of crime and political corruption affected Jewish
Chicago across the twentieth century.
So, yes, to answer the question, there were Jewish
gangsters, and their stories help us see the broader history of organized crime in a new light and, also, remind
us of an experience many have entirely forgotten.

Bestseller

The Kosher Capones
A History of Chicago's Jewish Gangsters
Joe Kr aus

The Kosher Capones tells the fascinating story of Chicago's
Jewish gangsters from Prohibition into the 1980s. Author Joe
Kraus traces these gangsters through the lives, criminal careers,
and conflicts of Benjamin "Zuckie the Bookie" Zuckerman, last
of the independent West Side Jewish bosses, and Lenny Patrick,
eventual head of the Syndicate's "Jewish wing."
These two men linked the early Jewish gangsters of the
neighborhoods of Maxwell Street and Lawndale to the notorious Chicago Outfit that emerged from Al Capone's criminal
confederation. Focusing on the murder of Zuckerman by Patrick,
Kraus introduces us to the different models of organized crime
they represented, a raft of largely forgotten Jewish gangsters, and
the changing nature of Chicago's political corruption. Hard-tobelieve anecdotes of corrupt politicians, seasoned killers, and
in-over-their-heads criminal operators spotlight the magnitude
and importance of Jewish gangsters to the story of Windy City
mob rule.
With an eye for the dramatic, The Kosher Capones takes us
deep inside a hidden society and offers glimpses of the men
who ran the Jewish criminal community in Chicago for more
than sixty years.
Joe Kr aus is Chair of the Department of English and Theatre
at the University of Scranton. He is co-author of An Accidental
Anarchist, and his scholarly and creative work has appeared
widely. He lives in Shavertown, PA, with his wife and three sons.

"When the story moves forward in time,
Kraus focuses on Lenny Patrick, "the
central figure in Chicago Jewish organized
crime," who eventually became a
cooperating witness whose testimony took
down the syndicate"—Publisher's Weekly
"Included are rich depictions of the families
and lone actors involved, the rules they
were expected to play by — and how those
characters and motivations intertwined
with political intrigue."—Southern Jewish
Living
"[Kraus's] generalizations are graced
with a nice feel for language. The story
of Chicago's Jewish mobsters is like a
challah. Their story has several strands
that twist and turn around each other.
The Kosher Capones traces those strands
from Maxwell Street to Lawndale on the
West Side and on to Albany Park."—Ron
Grossman, Chicago Tribune
"An engaging story about the history of
Jewish gangsters in Chicago."—Elizabeth
Dale, University of Florida, author of The
Chicago Trunk Murder
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Nothing Succeeds Like Failure
The Sad History of American Business
Schools
Steven Conn

Do business schools actually make good on their promises of
"innovative," "outside-the-box" thinking to train business leaders
who will put society ahead of money-making? Do they help society by making better business leaders? No, they don't, Steven
Conn asserts, and what's more they never have.
In throwing down a gauntlet on the business of business
schools, Conn's Nothing Succeeds Like Failure examines the frictions, conflicts, and contradictions at the heart of these enterprises and details the way business schools have failed to resolve
them. Beginning with founding of the Wharton School in 1881,
Conn measures these schools' aspirations against their actual
accomplishments and tells the full and disappointing history
of missed opportunities, unmet aspirations, and educational
mistakes. Conn then poses a set of crucial questions about the
role and function of American business schools. The results
aren't pretty.
Posing a set of crucial questions about the function of
American business schools, Nothing Succeeds Like Failure is
pugnacious and controversial. Deeply researched and fun to
read, Nothing Succeeds Like Failure argues that the impressive
façades of business school buildings resemble nothing so much
as collegiate versions of Oz. Conn pulls back the curtain to reveal
a story of failure to meet the expectations of the public, their
missions, their graduates, and their own lofty aspirations of
producing moral and ethical business leaders.
Steven Conn is W. E. Smith Professor of History at Miami
University. He is author of numerous books, including, most
recently, Americans Against the City.
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"Conn's overall position on B-School failures is clear . . . few have done so using a
historical lens so rich in anecdote."—Times
Higher Education
"Steven Conn is a respected historian, and
Nothing Succeeds Like Failure deserves
high praise."—Choice
"An exceptionally informed, iconoclastic,
and thought-provoking read throughout,
Nothing Succeeds Like Failure is a
unique and unreservedly recommended
addition to both college and university
library Business Education & Reference
collections."—Midwest Book Review
"Nothing Succeeds Like Failure is timely,
quite funny, and written by a first-rate
historian."—Christopher P. Loss, Vanderbilt University, author of Between Citizens
and the State

Bestseller

No Useless Mouth
Waging War and Fighting Hunger in the
American Revolution
R achel B. Herrmann

In the era of the American Revolution, the rituals of diplomacy
between the British, Patriots, and Native Americans featured
gifts of food, ceremonial feasts, and a shared experience of
hunger. When diplomacy failed, Native Americans could destroy
food stores and cut off supply chains in order to assert authority.
Black colonists also stole and destroyed food to ward off hunger
and carve out tenuous spaces of freedom. Hunger was a means
of power and a weapon of war.
In No Useless Mouth, Rachel B. Herrmann argues that Native
Americans and formerly enslaved black colonists ultimately
lost the battle against hunger and the larger struggle for power
because white British and United States officials curtailed the
abilities of men and women to fight hunger on their own terms.
By describing three interrelated behaviors—food diplomacy,
victual imperialism, and victual warfare—the book shows that,
during this tumultuous period, hunger prevention efforts offered strategies to claim power, maintain communities, and
keep rival societies at bay.
Herrmann shows how Native Americans, free blacks, and
enslaved peoples were "useful mouths"—not mere supplicants
for food, without rights or power—who used hunger for cooperation and violence, and took steps to circumvent starvation. Her
wide-ranging research on black Loyalists, Iroquois, Cherokee,
Creek, and Western Confederacy Indians demonstrates that
hunger creation and prevention were tools of diplomacy and
warfare available to all people involved in the American Revolution. Placing hunger at the center of these struggles foregrounds
the contingency and plurality of power in the British Atlantic
during the Revolutionary Era.
Thanks to generous funding from Cardiff University, the ebook
editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes from
Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
R achel B. Herrmann is Lecturer in Modern American
History at Cardiff University. She is the editor of To Feast on
Us as Their Prey.
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"Herrmann's work points researchers in
constructive directions. There is reason
to believe that No Useless Mouth will
become a standard introduction to food
history. . . Herrmann deserves high praise
for completing this significant contribution
to our understanding of power relations
in a turbulent period in Atlantic-world
history."—H-War
"No Useless Mouth combines an Atlantic
perspective with a close scrutiny of
struggles and negotiations over food and
hunger. Rachel B. Herrmann's sharp eye
for the nuances of symbolic communication and keen ear for the languages used
to legitimate inequality yield fresh and
valuable insights."—Michael LaCombe,
Adelphi University, and author of Political
Gastronomy
"Rachel B. Herrmann has written the
definitive study of the political uses of
hunger and food in the Revolutionary
Atlantic. In No Useless Mouth she asks
us to reconsider the traditional narrative
of decline of Native American and
African Americans at the dawn of the US
national era."—Ann M. Little, Colorado
State University, and author of The Many
Captivities of Esther Wheelwright
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Thomas Mann and the Fate of
Democracy in the Age of WWII

A

Tobias Boes

lthough we rarely remember it today, the American intervention in World War II was hardly
driven by an idealistic desire to spread freedom
and democracy throughout the world. Without the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the United States might
well not have entered the conflict at all. In fact, American society during the years immediately prior to 1941
was deeply divided about its role in a changing world
order. Did the democratic constitution of the United
States, along with its immigrant heritage, saddle it with
a moral obligation to combat authoritarianism abroad?
Or would it be better to continue the policy of isolationism that had governed US foreign policy for much
of its history?
This was the time of Father Coughlin’s anti-Semitic
radio-addressed and of mass rallies by the isolationist
America First Committee. But it was also the time of
courageous interventions by outspoken public figures,
such as the journalist Dorothy Thompson or the polymath Lewis Mumford. At times, the contrast was direct
and dramatic. On September 25, 1938, for example,
almost 30,000 people assembled in New York’s Madison Square Garden to protest the impending Munich
Agreement, and to urge the US government not to
surrender Czechoslovakia to the Nazis. Less than half a
year later, an equivalent number of American Nazi supporters came together in the very same venue, raising
their arms in the Hitler salute and parading swastika banners in front of a giant portrait of George Washington.
My book, Thomas Mann’s War, focuses on a chapter
from this larger history that has so far received very little
attention in the United States: the anti-fascist activities
of the Nobel-prize winning novelist Thomas Mann, who
arrived in America as an exile from Nazi Germany in
1938. For much of his career, Mann had been celebrated on this continent in an unpolitical fashion, as simply
“the Greatest Living Man of Letters.” During the period
from 1938 to 1945, however, he was acclaimed as “Hitler’s Most Intimate Enemy.” He gave speeches in front
of capacity crowds all over the country. He published
essays and letters to the editor of major newspapers. He
recorded radio broadcasts. And he met with President
Roosevelt, won the acclaim of cabinet officials and Supreme Court Justices, and testified in front of Congress.
These activities have so far received comparatively
little attention in part because their impact is difficult
BEHIND THE BOOK

to quantify. No policies were changed, and no armies
were launched, on account of Mann’s interventions.
But Mann knew that his proper task was not to spur direct action. Instead, he took it to be his mission to help
overcome democracy’s biggest weakness: the fact that
it does not inspire the same devotion that totalitarian
ideologies do. What mattered most about his speeches
thus wasn’t their content, but their symbolic character,
and the fact that they brought ordinary Americans together in a celebration of freedom and equality. This
strikes me as a remarkably prescient lesson also for the
present day, in which enthusiasm for democratic institutions is once again in global decline.
The example of Thomas Mann is prescient in other
ways as well. He was celebrated in America in no small
part because he was regarded as a spokesperson for the
German cultural tradition, and thus as a legitimate competitor to the propaganda apparatus of the Nazis. This
is something that we still do today: when countries at
the other end of the world move to the center of U.S.
foreign policy, we turn to artists in the hopes that they
might tell us what the situation there is really like. Whenever we read an essay or open letter by Salman Rushdie
on Modi’s India, or by Elif Shafak on Erdogan’s Turkey,
we thus engage with literary authors in a way that was
largely pioneered by Thomas Mann.

Thomas Mann's War
Literature, Politics, and the World Republic of
Letters
Tobias Boes

In Thomas Mann's War, Tobias Boes traces how the acclaimed
and bestselling author became one of America's most prominent
anti-fascists and the spokesperson for a German cultural ideal
that Nazism had perverted.
Thomas Mann, winner of the 1929 Nobel Prize in literature and author of such world-renowned novels as Buddenbrooks
and The Magic Mountain, began his self-imposed exile in the
United States in 1938, having fled his native Germany in the
wake of Nazi persecution and public burnings of his books.
Mann embraced his role as a public intellectual, deftly using
his literary reputation and his connections in an increasingly
global publishing industry to refute Nazi propaganda. As Boes
shows, Mann undertook successful lecture tours of the country
and penned widely-read articles that alerted US audiences and
readers to the dangers of complacency in the face of Nazism's
existential threat. Spanning four decades, from the eve of World
War I, when Mann was first translated into English, to 1952,
the year in which he left an America increasingly disfigured by
McCarthyism, Boes establishes Mann as a significant figure in
the wartime global republic of letters.
Tobias Boes is Associate Professor of German at the University
of Notre Dame. He is author of Formative Fictions. Follow him
on Twitter @tobiasboes.
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"Boes's exhaustive, meticulous survey
should come to represent an exemplar
for scholarship seeking to document the
lasting significance of an author's work."—
Publishers Weekly
"Boes' superb account is based on
extensive archival research, including
Mann's personal letters, as well as keen
assessments of his novels."—The National
Interest
"Thomas Mann's War is important and timely. It is a reminder that literature is one of
the first things to come under attack when
authoritarianism takes hold, something
for which there is ample evidence in our
present moment, from China to Russia,
from Turkey to Saudi Arabia."—The Wall
Street Joural
"Thomas Mann's War is a beautiful and
erudite book based on new international
archival research. It creatively connects
Thomas Mann's politics in American exile
with the media politics of his time. By
exploring issues such as practices of lecturing, translation or publication, it uncovers
the ways Mann was reinvented politically
and aesthetically as a writer."—Veronika
Fuechtner, Dartmouth College, author of
Berlin Psychoanalytic
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Pursuing Respect in the Cannibal
Isles
Americans in Nineteenth-Century Fiji
Nancy Shoemaker

WINNER OF THE JOHN LYMAN BOOK AWARD OF THE NORTH AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF OCEANIC HISTORY

Full of colorful details and engrossing stories, Pursuing Respect
in the Cannibal Isles shows that the aspirations of individual
Americans to be recognized as people worthy of others' respect
was a driving force in the global extension of United States influence shortly after the nation's founding.
Nancy Shoemaker contends that what she calls extraterritorial Americans constituted the vanguard of a vast, early US
global expansion. Using as her site of historical investigation
nineteenth-century Fiji, the "cannibal isles" of American popular culture, she uncovers stories of Americans looking for opportunities to rise in social status and enhance their sense of self.
Prior to British colonization in 1874, extraterritorial Americans
had, she argues, as much impact on Fiji as did the British. While
the American economy invested in the extraction of sandalwood
and sea slugs as resources to sell in China, individuals who went
to Fiji had more complicated, personal objectives.
Pursuing Respect in the Cannibal Isles considers these motivations through the lives of the three Americans who left the
deepest imprint on Fiji: a runaway whaleman who settled in
the islands, a sea captain's wife, and a merchant. Shoemaker's
book shows how ordinary Americans living or working overseas
found unusual venues where they could show themselves worthy
of others' respect—others' approval, admiration, or deference.
Nanc y Shoemaker of the University of Connecticut is a
historian of Native American history. Her books include A
Strange Likeness, Native American Whalemen and the World, and
an edited collection of historical documents and oral histories
called Living with Whales. While investigating whaling history,
she broadened her interests to include the history of the US in
the world, especially in the Pacific.
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"Full of colorful and detailed stories, this
study reveals the personal motivations that
propelled 19th-century American expansions in the Pacific world. It is an excellent
supplement to existing scholarship."—G.
Li, California State University, Choice
"In this significant study, Nancy Shoemaker
reconstructs the history of early American
encounters in the Fiji islands. Pursuing
Respect in the Cannibal Isles raises
important questions and builds on original
research to recover voices that had been
erased from the historical record."—Dane
Morrison, Salem State University, author
of True Yankees
"Pursuing Respect in the Cannibal Isles
is accomplished in its storytelling and
rich narrative detail. Nancy Shoemaker
has written a model for transnational
scholarship."—Brian Rouleau, Texas A&M
University, author of the award-winning
With Sails Whitening Every Sea

Divided Allies
Strategic Cooperation against the Communist
Threat in the Asia-Pacific during the Early
Cold War
Thomas K. Robb and David James Gill

By directly challenging existing accounts of post-World War II
relations among the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand, Divided Allies is a significant
contribution to transnational and diplomatic history. At its heart,
Divided Allies examines why strategic cooperation among these
closely allied Western powers in the Asia-Pacific region was
limited during the early Cold War. Thomas K. Robb and David
James Gill probe the difficulties of security cooperation as the
leadership of these four states balanced intramural competition
with the need to develop a common strategy against the Soviet
Union and the new communist power, the People's Republic
of China.
Robb and Gill expose contention and disorganization among
non-communist allies in the early phase of containment strategy
in Asia-Pacific. In particular, the authors note the significance
of economic, racial, and cultural elements to planning for regional security and they highlight how these domestic matters
resulted in international disorganization. Divided Allies shows
that, amidst these contentious relations, the antipodean powers
Australia and New Zealand occupied an important role in the
region and successfully utilized quadrilateral diplomacy to advance their own national interests, such as the crafting of the
1951 ANZUS collective security treaty.
As fractious as were allied relations in the early days of NATO,
Robb and Gill demonstrate that the post-World War II Asia-Pacific was as contentious, and that Britain and the commonwealth
nations were necessary partners in the development of early
global Cold War strategy.

"Divided Allies changes the way we think
about existing Cold War history. Thomas
K. Robb and David James Gill's work
will spark substantial research, and the
book will be a rich resource for scholars in
international relations, diplomatic history,
and regional studies."—Jarrod Hayes,
University of Massachusetts and MIT
"Divided Allies is a stimulating analysis of
the complex dynamics of alliance politics
in the early Cold War. Thomas K. Robb
and David James Gill skillfully weigh
multiple factors, including domestic
politics, in explaining the diverse interests
and sometimes fractious relations within
the ANZUS and SEATO pacts."—Marc
Gallicchio, Villanova University, and
co-author of the Bancroft Prize-winning
Implacable Foes

Thomas K. Robb is Senior Lecturer at Oxford Brookes University and a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. He is author
of Jimmy Carter and the Anglo-American "Special Relationship"
and A Strained Partnership? David James Gill is Associate
Professor at the University of Nottingham. He is author of Britain and the Bomb.
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The Pilgrims and the Dutch: A
Thanksgiving Story

L

D. L. Noorlander

iving in the Netherlands as a graduate student, I
attended a quirky Thanksgiving service in the city
of Leiden in November 2008. The official purpose
of the event was to celebrate the centuries-old, ongoing
relationship between the Netherlands and the United
States. As I recall, it was attended by American expats in Holland—families like mine, as well as individual
American citizens—and by local municipal officials and
representatives of the Dutch and U.S. diplomatic corps.
Because the service was ecumenical, we heard talks and
prayers from Muslims, Jews, and Christians, and we
sang favorite hymns of gratitude and popular patriotic
songs that might appeal to the atheists and agnostics
among us.
By the end of the long service, my three young kids
were very bored, and as kids tend to do, they were finding creative, disruptive ways to express their discontent.
As for myself, when I wasn’t trying to tackle and muzzle my three-year-old daughter, I remember thinking
how funny it was that we were having so much difficulty finding a turkey for our Thanksgiving dinner—not to
mention a backyard football game—yet we clearly had
no trouble finding Americans and even Dutch citizens
to honor this very American holiday so far from American shores.
The Dutch-American relationship is indeed an old
one. The first Dutch explorers and merchants traveled
to the Americas starting in the late 16th century, and the
first Dutch colonists started settling there (not always in
the boundaries of the future United States) early in the
17th century.
The Dutch also had close connections to the Pilgrims
of Plymouth fame. The service I attended in 2008 was
held in Leiden—more specifically, it was held in a large
church called the Pieterskerk—because that was the
city where the Pilgrims lived and that was the church
where they worshipped after fleeing England but before
sailing for America. They lived in the Netherlands for
about twelve years, only deciding to migrate a second
time because many of them did not prosper there. They
also faced ongoing threats from political enemies across
the English Channel, and they feared that their children,
some of whom grew up and served in the Dutch army,
were becoming too Dutch.
Americans often learn about the Pilgrims’ Leiden
sojourn in grade school. What we usually don’t learn,
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though, is how common their situation was at the time:
They were just a few of thousands of foreigners in the
Netherlands, and theirs was just one of dozens of foreign
Reformed congregations (i.e., Calvinists) that gathered
especially in the province of Holland. Some foreigners
were there for commercial reasons or with foreign military regiments, while some, like the Pilgrims, were refugees. In fact, living in Leiden in the same period was
a group of French-speaking Calvinists who undertook
a similar transatlantic journey. These Huguenots and
Walloons, as they were called, split themselves into two
contingents, with some of them going to South America
and others to the colony of New Netherland, settling
on Manhattan Island a few years after the Mayflower
arrived in New England. The Pilgrims and Walloons
probably knew each other in Leiden.
As historians often remind us, life is full of contingency, and it’s possible that, had things gone a bit differently, the Walloons could have ended up in New England
and the Pilgrims at Manhattan. In preparation for their
migrations, both groups entertained sponsorship offers
from Dutch and English authorities, and both groups
flirted with sailing under a different flag than the one
they finally used. The Pilgrims almost settled at Manhattan anyway, even after choosing the English, because
the Dutch and English had competing claims and grants
in the region. According to colonist Nathaniel Morton,
it was only through Dutch meddling and Dutch spies
among the Pilgrims that the latter decided to end
their voyage in New England and disembark near the
now-famous Plymouth Rock.
The idea that the Pilgrims might have lived under
Dutch authority in America is odd when we remember
that they were trying to leave the Netherlands and rescue their children from Dutch influence, so it probably
wasn’t a very likely outcome. But it’s somewhat less odd
when we also remember that, in time, other Englishmen, including Puritans from New England, accepted
Dutch rule, settling especially on Long Island. Before
the invasion of 1664, when an English fleet conquered
New Netherland and made it New York, there were six
English towns in the Dutch colony, and many English
residents of New Netherland lived as minorities in its
other towns. They also had German and Scandinavian
neighbors, plus Jewish neighbors of Iberian descent.

Had the Pilgrims joined the Walloons or even replaced them in settling at Manhattan, they would not
have missed their day of thanks. Obviously the location
would have been different, and the Native American
allies, if any, would have been different. But harvest
festivals, prayer days, and days of thanks were common at the time. Native Americans, Europeans, and the
settlers of the different European empires all had their
ways of expressing gratitude or seeking blessings from
their deities. Dutch rulers in New Netherland organized
prayer days and days of thanks multiple times per year,
depending on local needs and developments. A disappointing harvest might result in a more penitent and
gloomy affair, but it provoked a holiday just as easily as
a good harvest.
If the Pilgrims were one of many refugee groups in
the 17th-century Netherlands, and if their 1621 celebration was one of many similar celebrations before
and after them, why do modern Americans remember
them above all others? Why does theirs get the honor
of “Thanksgiving” (capital T) when other services, if we
remember them at all, are mere “thanksgiving” services?
That’s a different story for a different place, better
suited to an essay or blog post on 19th-century Americans and the Civil War. Suffice it to say, the stories we
choose to remember are sometimes more about contemporary needs than original events. The stories that
serve our national memory and national identity can
have more to do with who we think we are—or who
the majority wishes we were—than they do with reality.
Those stories tend to weed out the contingency and
diversity and messiness of the past in favor of culturally
useful yet simplistic alternatives.
On a day that’s now about family, relaxation, and consuming too much poultry, maybe that’s okay. After all,
no one wants to be “that relative,” meaning the one who
makes everyone uncomfortable by lecturing them at the
holiday table about historical misconceptions and tragic
events. But once in a while, maybe after all the leftovers
are gone, it might be worthwhile to sit down, read some
serious history, and contemplate the contingency and
messiness as well.
I can recommend a book.
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Heaven’s Wrath
The Protestant Reformation and the Dutch
West India Company in the Atlantic World
D. L . Noorl ander

Heaven's Wrath explores the religious thought and religious
rites of the early Dutch Atlantic world. D. L. Noorlander argues
that the Reformed Church and the West India Company forged
and maintained a close union, with considerable consequences
across the seventeenth century.
Dutch merchants, officers, sailors, and soldiers found in their
faith an ideology and justification for mercantile and martial
activities. The West India Company supported the Reformed
Church financially in Europe and helped spread Calvinism to
other continents, while Calvinist employees and colonists benefitted from the familiar aspects of religious instruction and
public worship. Yet, Noorlander argues, the church-company
union also encouraged destructive military operations against
Catholic enemies abroad and divisive campaigns against sinners
and religious nonconformers in colonial courts. Religious fervor,
violence, and intolerance imposed financial and demographic
costs that the small Dutch Republic and its people-strapped colonies could not afford. At the same time, the Reformed Church
in the Netherlands undermined its own religious mission by
trying to control colonial hires, publications, and organization
from afar.
Noorlander's argument in Heaven's Wrath questions the core
assumptions about why the Dutch failed to establish a durable
empire in America. He downplays the usual commercial explanations and places the focus instead on the tremendous expenses incurred in the Calvinist-backed war and the Reformed
Church's meticulous, worried management of colonial affairs.
By pinpointing the issues that hampered the size and import
of the Dutch Atlantic world, Noorlander is poised to revise core
notions about the organization and aims of the Dutch empire,
the culture of the West India Company, and the very shape of
Dutch society.
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"This is an impressive, ambitious study
that will change the conversation about
religion, trade, and imperial expansion in
the case of the Dutch. Heaven's Wrath exceeds all other work on the topic."—Evan
Haefeli, Texas A&M University, author of
New Netherland and the Dutch Origins of
American Religious Liberty
"Heaven's Wrath shows D. L. Noorlander's
mastery of the theme connecting the
Dutch West India Company and the
Reformed Church. This is work of
the highest quality."—Willem Frijhoff,
Vrije Universiteit Amsteredam, author of
Fulfilling God's Mission
"D. L. Noorlander has written an effective,
strongly argued examination of the Dutch
Republic and the colonial enterprise
of the West India Company."—Hans
Krabbendam, Radboud University, author
of Freedom on the Horizon

D. L . Noorl ander is Assistant Professor of History at the State University
of New York at Oneonta. Follow him on
Twitter @DLNoorlander.

Rough Draft
Cold War Military Manpower Policy and the
Origins of Vietnam-Era Draft Resistance
Amy J. Rutenberg

Rough Draft draws the curtain on the race and class inequities of
the Selective Service during the Vietnam War. Amy J. Rutenberg
argues that policy makers' idealized conceptions of Cold War
middle-class masculinity directly affected whom they targeted
for conscription and also for deferment. Federal officials believed that college educated men could protect the nation from
the threat of communism more effectively as civilians than as
soldiers. The availability of deferments for this group mushroomed between 1945 and 1965, making it less and less likely
that middle-class white men would serve in the Cold War army.
Meanwhile, officials used the War on Poverty to target poorer
and racialized men for conscription in the hopes that military
service would offer them skills they could use in civilian life.
As Rutenberg shows, manpower policies between World War
II and the Vietnam War had unintended consequences. While
some men resisted military service in Vietnam for reasons of
political conscience, most did so because manpower polices
made it possible. By shielding middle-class breadwinners in
the name of national security, policymakers militarized certain
civilian roles—a move that, ironically, separated military service
from the obligations of masculine citizenship and, ultimately,
helped kill the draft in the United States.
Amy J. Rutenberg is Assistant Professor of History at Iowa
State University. Follow her on Twitter @amyjay401.
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"This outstanding work by Amy Rutenberg
surveys the Selective Service before the
Vietnam War."—Choice
"Lively and accessible, Rough Draft
challenges the conventional wisdom about
Americans' commitment to military service, the motivations behind Vietnam-era
draft resistance, and the construction of
appropriate roles for men in post-World
War II society. It will be read by armchair
historians and students of military and
gender studies alike."—Heather Stur,
University of Southern Mississippi, author
of The US Military and Civil Rights Since
World War II
"A superb addition to any course
evaluating the relationships between war
and American society. Well-written and
tightly argued, Rutenberg illuminates the
problems of social mobilization into the
armed forces during the Cold War era, all
the while contesting the popular memory
of the 'Greatest Generation.'"—Gregory
A. Daddis, Chapman University, author of
Westmoreland's War
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Making the Unipolar Moment
US Foreign Policy and the Rise of the PostCold War Order
Hal Br ands

In the late 1970s, the United States often seemed to be a superpower in decline. Battered by crises and setbacks around the
globe, its post–World War II international leadership appeared
to be draining steadily away. Yet just over a decade later, by the
early 1990s, America’s global primacy had been reasserted in
dramatic fashion. The Cold War had ended with Washington
and its allies triumphant; democracy and free markets were
spreading like never before. The United States was now enjoying its “unipolar moment”—an era in which Washington faced
no near-term rivals for global power and influence, and one in
which the defining feature of international politics was American dominance. How did this remarkable turnaround occur,
and what role did US foreign policy play in causing it? In this
important book, Hal Brands uses recently declassified archival
materials to tell the story of American resurgence.
Brands weaves together the key threads of global change and
US policy from the late 1970s through the early 1990s, examining the Cold War struggle with Moscow, the rise of a more
integrated and globalized world economy, the rapid advance of
human rights and democracy, and the emergence of new global
challenges like Islamic extremism and international terrorism.
Brands reveals how deep structural changes in the international system interacted with strategies pursued by Jimmy Carter,
Ronald Reagan, and George H. W. Bush to usher in an era of reinvigorated and in many ways unprecedented American primacy.
Making the Unipolar Moment provides an indispensable account
of how the post–Cold War order that we still inhabit came to be.
Hal Br ands is the Henry A. Kissinger Distinguished Professor of Global Affairs at the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies. He is the author of What Good is Grand
Strategy?
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"Hal Brands has catapulted into the
foremost ranks of a new generation of US
strategic thinkers."—Foreign Affairs
"It is a valuable contribution to the literature on this important era and relevant to
current debates about America's role in
the world. Summing Up: Recommended.
Upper-division undergraduates through
faculty."—Choice
"If you want to see how far we came from
the edge of ruin—and how far we're falling
from the achievements of the 1990s—this
carefully researched book is essential
reading."—The Federalist’s Notable Books
of 2016
"Making the Unipolar Moment is an
indispensable resource that points towards
areas of new inquiry for scholars who
seek to understand the central debates
about structure, strategy, and power in US
foreign relations."—Diplomatic History
"In this beautifully crafted, cogent, and
thoroughly researched book, Hal Brands
offers a compelling explanation for this
stunning reversal of US fortunes."—Journal
of American History
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Citizen Bachelors
Manhood and the Creation of the United
States
John Gilbert McCurdy

In 1755 Benjamin Franklin observed "a man without a wife is but
half a man" and since then historians have taken Franklin at his
word. In Citizen Bachelors, John Gilbert McCurdy demonstrates
that Franklin's comment was only one side of a much larger
conversation. Early Americans vigorously debated the status of
unmarried men and this debate was instrumental in the creation of American citizenship.
In a sweeping examination of the bachelor in early America,
McCurdy fleshes out a largely unexamined aspect of the history
of gender. Drawing on sources as varied as laws, diaries, political
manifestos, and newspapers, McCurdy shows that in the course
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the bachelor was
a simultaneously suspicious and desirable figure: suspicious
because he was not tethered to family and household obligations
yet desirable because he was free to study, devote himself to
political office, and fight and die in battle. He suggests that this
dichotomy remains with us to this day and thus it is in early
America that we find the origins of the modern-day identity of
the bachelor as a symbol of masculine independence. McCurdy
also observes that by extending citizenship to bachelors, the
founders affirmed their commitment to individual freedom,
a commitment that has subsequently come to define the very
essence of American citizenship.
John Gilbert McCurdy is Professor of History at Eastern
Michigan University.

$29.95 paperback | $14.99 ebook
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"Although this book is about men, like the
best new works on masculinity Citizen
Bachelors repeatedly brings its subject into
conversation with women's history."—William and Mary Quarterly
"McCurdy's narrative . . . makes a vital contribution to the study of early American
manhood and masculinity. . . . Written in
clear, uncluttered prose and offering rich
rewards for scholars of gender, sexuality,
the family, and the law, Citizen Bachelors should be singled out for careful
reading."—Benjamin Irvin, H-SHEAR
"McCurdy succeeds brilliantly in showing
how the legal standing of 'bachelors'
changed over the course of the colonial
and revolutionary eras. McCurdy also
unearths some fascinating snapshots of
the subjective experience of bachelorhood."—Rodney Hessinger, Men and
Masculinities

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE

Crossing Broadway
Washington Heights and the Promise of New
York City
Robert W. Snyder

Robert W. Snyder's Crossing Broadway tells how disparate groups
overcame their mutual suspicions to rehabilitate housing, build
new schools, restore parks, and work with the police to bring
safety to streets racked by crime and fear. It shows how a neighborhood once nicknamed "Frankfurt on the Hudson" for its large
population of German Jews became "Quisqueya Heights"—the
home of the nation's largest Dominican community.
The story of Washington Heights illuminates New York
City's long passage from the Great Depression and World War
II through the urban crisis to the globalization and economic
inequality of the twenty-first century. Washington Heights residents played crucial roles in saving their neighborhood, but its
future as a home for working-class and middle-class people is
by no means assured. The growing gap between rich and poor
in contemporary New York puts new pressure on the Heights
as more affluent newcomers move into buildings that once sustained generations of wage earners and the owners of small
businesses.
Crossing Broadway is based on historical research, reporting,
and oral histories. Its narrative is powered by the stories of real
people whose lives illuminate what was won and lost in northern
Manhattan's journey from the past to the present. A tribute to a
great American neighborhood, this book shows how residents
learned to cross Broadway—over the decades a boundary that
has separated black and white, Jews and Irish, Dominican-born
and American-born—and make common cause in pursuit of
one of the most precious rights: the right to make a home and
build a better life in New York City.
Robert W. Snyder is Associate Professor of Journalism and
American Studies at Rutgers University–Newark. He is the
author of Transit Talk and The Voice of the City and co-author of
Metropolitan Lives.

"Snyder'swell-paced narrative projects the
neighborhood’s serial make-overs against
the backdrop of Gotham’s turn from
postwar industrial and corporate colossus
to a place where manufacturing jobs,
white people, and corporations seemed to
depart all at once. . . . Historians of the city
will find much to think about in this stylish,
well-researched, and balanced popular
history."—Journal of American History
"At once both comprehensive and
compelling, Crossing Broadway gains much
of its traction by illuminating the individual
ways in which residents developed their
devotion to their community, demonstrating successful methods for improving
public life. . . . Hearing directly from the
immigrants and their children makes them
real; it touches our hearts and makes them
open, truly a great measure of the success
of any book."—Oral History Review
"Crossing Broadway is an engaging,
compelling, insightful study. The book
sets a high standard for sensitivity, depth,
and excellence in urban community
studies."—New York History

THREE HILLS

$17.95 paperback | $8.99 ebook
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"Follow the Flag"
A History of the Wabash Railroad Company
H. Roger Gr ant

"Follow the Flag" offers the first authoritative history of the
Wabash Railroad Company, a once vital interregional carrier.
The corporate saga of the Wabash involved the efforts of strongwilled and creative leaders, but this book provides more than
traditional business history. Noted transportation historian H.
Roger Grant captures the human side of the Wabash, ranging
from the medical doctors who created an effective hospital
department to the worker-sponsored social events. And Grant
has not ignored the impact the Wabash had on businesses and
communities in the "Heart of America."
The Great Depression forced the company into another receivership, but an effective reorganization during the early days
of World War II gave rise to a generally robust road. Its famed
Blue Bird streamliner, introduced in 1950 between Chicago
and St. Louis, became a widely recognized symbol of the "New
Wabash." When "merger madness" swept the railroad industry
in the 1960s, the Wabash, along with the Nickel Plate Road,
joined the prosperous Norfolk & Western Railway, a merger that
worked well for all three carriers.
Immortalized in the popular folk song "Wabash Cannonball,"
the midwestern railroad has left important legacies. Today, forty
years after becoming a "fallen flag" carrier, key components
of the former Wabash remain busy rail arteries and terminals,
attesting to its historic value to American transportation.
H. Roger Gr ant is the Centennial Professor of History at
Clemson University. One of America's leading railroad historians, he is author of numerous books on railroad history, including The North Western and The Corn Belt Route.
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"A major contribution to our understanding
of American railroad development. . . .
Grant unfolds the Wabash's dense history
with his customary professionalism and
close attention to detail. Railroad historians and those interested in American
business and economic development will
find much to intrigue and inform them."—
The Journal of American History
"One of the best in the genre of traditional corporate history. For historians of
transportation, business, labor, or even
medicine, there is much to recommend
it. Extensively researched and fully documented, it stands as a model of scholarship.
If only we had histories of the several
dozen other major US railroads that were
as good as this one."—Technology and
Culture
"Academic historians will appreciate the
effective use of sources, the compilation
of information on a significant American
railroad, and above all, the lucid exposition
of a precedent-setting transportation firm
whose activities reverberated throughout
the government, the business realm, and
local communities."—Enterprise & Society
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED

THE SEXUAL

ECONOMY OF
DISCIPLINE AND DESIRE
IN THE U.S. ARMY

ANDREW BYERS

FROM WILLARD STRAIGHT TO WALL STREET

ENDURING ALLIANCE

A Memoir

A History of NATO and the Postwar Global Order

Thomas W. Jones

Timothy Andrews Sayle

$28.95 hardcover | $13.99 ebook

$34.95 hardcover | $16.99 ebook

HOPE AND HISTORY

THE SEXUAL ECONOMY OF WAR

A Memoir of Tumultuous Times

Discipline and Desire in the U.S. Army

William J. vanden Heuvel

Andrew Byers

foreword by Douglas Brinkley

BATTLEGROUNDS: CORNELL STUDIES IN MILITARY HISTORY

$28.95 hardcover | $13.99 ebook

$39.95 hardcover | $19.99 ebook

A FIERY GOSPEL

QUARTERS

The Battle Hymn of the Republic and the Road to Righteous War

The Accommodation of the British Army and the Coming of the

Richard M. Gamble

American Revolution

RELIGION AND AMERICAN PUBLIC LIFE

John Gilbert McCurdy

$28.95 hardcover | $13.99 ebook

WINNER OF THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION BOOK
OF THE YEAR

THOMAS COLE'S REFRAIN

$45.00 hardcover | $21.99 ebook

The Paintings of Catskill Creek
H. Daniel Peck

ARC OF CONTAINMENT

THREE HILLS

Britain, the United States, and Anticommunism in Southeast Asia

$34.95 paperback

Wen-Qing Ngoei
THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD

$45.00 hardcover | $21.99 ebook
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WHEN THE MOVIES MATTERED

THE CLAMOR OF LAWYERS

The New Hollywood Revisited

The American Revolution and Crisis in the Legal Profession

edited by Jonathan Kirshner and Jon Lewis

Peter Charles Hoffer and Williamjames Hull Hoffer

$19.95 paperback | $9.99 ebook

$39.95 hardcover | $19.99 ebook

THE INSTRUMENTAL UNIVERSITY
Education in Service of the National Agenda after World War II

THE RISE AND DECLINE OF THE AMERICAN CENTURY

Ethan Schrum

William O. Walker III

HISTORIES OF AMERICAN EDUCATION

$46.95 hardcover | $22.99 ebook

$47.95 hardcover | $23.99 ebook

THE DUTCH MOMENT

THE EXPERTS' WAR ON POVERTY
Social Research and the Welfare Agenda in Postwar America

War, Trade, and Settlement in the Seventeenth-Century Atlantic

Romain D. Huret

World

translated by John Angell

Wim Klooster

AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIETY

WINNER OF THE FORUM ON EUROPEAN EXPANSION AND GLOBAL

$49.95 hardcover | $24.99 ebook

INTERACTION BOOK PRIZE & THE HENDRICKS BOOK AWARD OF THE
NEW NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE

TO BUILD AS WELL AS DESTROY

$24.95 paperback | $11.99 ebook

American Nation Building in South Vietnam
Andrew J. Gawthorpe

ELIZABETH SETON

$45.00 hardcover | $21.99 ebook

American Saint
Catherine O’Donnell
THREE HILLS
WINNER, CATHOLIC PRESS ASSOCIATION BOOK AWARD (BIO)

$36.95 hardcover | $17.99 ebook
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BORDERLINE CITIZENS

ARMED WITH EXPERTISE

The United States, Puerto Rico, and the Politics of Colonial

The Militarization of American Social Research during the Cold

Migration

War

Robert C. McGreevey

Joy Rohde

THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD

AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIETY

$45.00 hardcover | $21.99 ebook

$19.95 paperback | $9.99 ebook

LAND-GRANT COLLEGES AND POPULAR REVOLT

AMERICAN LABYRINTH

The Origins of the Morrill Act and the Reform of Higher Educa-

Intellectual History for Complicated Times

tion

edited by Raymond Haberski, Jr. and Andrew Hartman

Nathan M. Sorber

$29.95 paperback | $14.99 ebook

$49.95 hardcover | $24.99 ebook

CHARLES AUSTIN BEARD

MEMORIES OF WAR
Visiting Battlegrounds and Bonefields in the Early American

The Return of the Master Historian of American Imperialism

Republic

Richard Drake

Thomas A. Chambers

$42.95 hardcover | $20.99 ebook

$19.95 paperback | $9.99 ebook

THE ANGOLA HORROR

DAGGER JOHN

The 1867 Train Wreck That Shocked the Nation and Transformed

Archbishop John Hughes and the Making of Irish America

American Railroads

John Loughery

Charity Vogel

THREE HILLS

THREE HILLS

$32.95 hardcover | $15.99 ebook

COWINNER, HERBERT H. LEHMAN AWARD

$18.95 paperback | $8.99 ebook
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